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ABSTRACT 

A uniform coating of precursors of various metal oxides 

on individual alumina particles was achieved by controlled 

hydrolysis of metal alkoxides in a slurry of alumina. 

Heterogeneous deposition of the precursors on the surface of 

the alumina particles was attributed to the electronegative 

character of alkoxy groups of the metal alkoxides. The 

powder coating techniques provided superior microstructures 

with homogeneous size and spatial distribution of secondary 

phases. It also lowered the sintering temperature of alumina 

in certain systems. In order to characterize microstructure 

development of the coated alumina during heating, powder 

compacts were rapidly quenched from elevated temperatures 

into liquid nitrogen and their interfaces and microstructures 

were examined by analytical TEM and FE-SEM. The EM studies 

revealed that the alumina particle surfaces act as sites for 

heterogeneous nucleation. The final structure of the alumina 

simul taneously doped with precursors of cupric oxide and 

titania was reached in the presence of a liquid phase but a 

large shrinkage occurred before the liquid formed. This 

phenomenon was explained from the viewpoints of 

superplasticity of the precursors and of a solid state 

reaction during heating. This speculation was supported by 

the similar accelerated sintering behavior with an addition 

of bismuth oxide and titania. The sintering behavior of 

alumina coated with a precursor of titania or zirconia, 
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oxides of group 4 elements, was very different. The solid 

solution between alumina and titania after the nucleation of 

rutile on the surface of alumina resulted in sintering rate 

enhancement, while the slow self-diffusion characteristics of 

zirconia resulted in "droplets" on the surface of alumina 

particles which impeded the grain boundary migration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Alumina, which has been successfully employed as a 

structural material in many cases at elevated temperatures, 

an electrical insulator, or a medical and dental substitute, 

is a typical representative of one group of fine ceramics. 

(The term alumina refers to a-Alz03 throughout the present 

dissertation unless its polymorph is specified.) In more 

recent developments, its mechanical properties have been 

significantly improved by incorporating a second phase, such 

as zirconia (zroz) particles1-4 or silicon carbide (sic) 

whiskers. 5-8 

From the viewpoint of sintering science, alumina has 

nerved as a model material since it is a simple, stable, and 

sinterable oxide. 9-13 It has been long recognized that the 

driving force for the solid state sintering is reduction of 

surface energy,9 and that the kinetics of the initial 

sintering process is controlled by diffusion, that is, matter 

transport through six alternate paths. 9,14 It could be said 

that there are two critical microstructural parameters 

determining the behavior and properties of a ceramic 

materials. These are the presence and distribution of the 

secondary phases and the character and geometry of the grain 

boundaries. The distribution of secondary phases is strongly 

dependent on powder processing. Much of the control of the 

grain boundary formation is achieved during the sintering 

process, particularly in the early stages characterized by 
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the neck formation and growth between the particles of powder 

compacts. Grain boundary migration and segregation are also 

important microstructural parameters closely relating to the 

critical ones above. Thus, understanding and controlling 

microstructure are essential for designing ceramics having 

the desired properties. In other words, the controlled 

manipulation of microstructure is a primary goal of ceramic 

processing science. 

It is known that the addition of small amounts of 

certain metal oxides gives beneficial influence on 

densification kinetics and microstructure of alumina. 

Magnesia (MgO) is the m~st well-known and widely-used 

sintering additive for alumina, which inhibits exaggerated 

grain growth and promotes the sintering of alumina to 

theoretical density.11,15 sintering with additives which 

enhance the densification rate is sometimes referred to as 

"additive activated sintering" or "additive accelerated 

sintering." since early comprehensive investigations 

concerning the influence of the addition of single metal 

oxides on the sintering process were conducted by Smothers 

and Reynolds16 and Cahoon and Christensen,15 many kinds of 

additives have been tested in terms of the densification 

rate, grain size and morphology, and physical properties of 

a sintered body. 17-25 It can be now generally concluded that 

solid solution additives, e.g. Mgo,26,27 Mno,28,29 Ti02,30,31 and 

FeO,~,~ enhance diffusion and hence sintering kinetics by an 
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increase of diffusing defect populations, and that liquid 

forming additives, e.g. eUO-TiOz' Z1 euO-Tl.' 0 -B 0 -MgO 25 
223 ' 

facilitate particle rearrangement and solution-precipitation. 

However, if we look at a periodic table of elements, we see 

that a more systematic approach is necessary in order to 

elucidate the roles and mechanisms of these metal oxides for 

the sintering of alumina and to establish the explicit 

criteria for their selection. 

Most academic studies of sintering phenomena have dealt 

with high temperature isothermal solid state processes. 

However, one of the most important aspects of sintering is, 

from a practical point of view, microstructural changes 

occurring during the heating process. The final structure 

is, in many case, reached in the presence of a liquid phase 

with low viscosity able to distribute in a uniform way and 

penetrate between all of the grains. Therefore, in order to 

deal with "additive activated sintering" and microstructure 

changes occurring during heating, it is necessary to refocus 

the sintering paradigms and to establish new, more relevant 

paradigms that attempt to interpret the behavior of additive 

activated sintering on an actual nanometer scale. 

1.1 statement of Purpose of Dissertation 

A combination of sintering studies and electron 

microscopy analysis was applied to investigations of 

ul trafine particle alumina coated with oxides containing 
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group 4 (group IV A) elements. (The Arabic numeral 

representation has been recently adopted by the IUPAC and ACS 

nomenclature committees as a new periodic group notation.) 

The focal points of the study are distribution, 

crystallinity, and properties of boundary and surface phases, 

which are presumed to allow accelerated material transfer, 

from a very early stage to the intermediate stage of 

sintering. Chemical and structural inhomogeneities of local 

area are also key points of the research. The nature and 

composition of grain boundaries of 1 nm or less become 

critical in modern ceramic technology. 

The systems of Alz03-TiOz' Alz03-Zroz' and Alzo3-zroZ-YZo3' 

and Alz03-CUO-TiOz and Alz03-CUO-TiOz-Bzo3-MgO were selected for 

solid state sintering models and for liquid phase sintering 

models, respectively, because of their practical interest as 

electrical and structural ceramics. For example, in the 

Alz03-TiOz system, we can control the electro-resistivity (or 

-conductivity) of alumina by changing the oxidation state of 

titanium. Alumina containing ZrOz is a promising candidate 

for a structural material because of its high fracture 

toughness. Also, the systems of Alz03-Biz03-TiOz and Alz03-PbO

TiOz were tested as new systems. Titanium and zirconium 

belong to group 4 in the periodic table. The most important 

oxidation state of these elements is +IV. For titania lower 

oxidation states, the rather inert oxide Tiz03 (corundum 

structure) and TiOx (X ~ 1, NaCl structure) are known. There 
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is no stable zirconium oxide with an oxidation state +III; 

the non-stoichiometric oxide zrox (X < 1, NaCl structure) is 

known. 33 As expected from the periodic table, the ionic 

radius of zirconium (79 pm for zr4+) is larger than that of 

titanium (68 pm for Ti4+); whereas that of aluminum (Al3+) is 

51 pm. 34 

One of the objectives of this research is to develop a 

novel technique for preparing powders uniformly-coated with 

precursors of metal oxides to achieve homogeneous 

microstructure and hence, to improve the reliability and 

effectiveness of additive activated sintering. In sintering

quenching experiments, high temperature states of samples 

were frozen-in by rapid quenching after heat treatment to 

avoid any changes during cooling. Subsequently, to examine 

microstructural changes, high resolution imaging, nano

diffraction, and nano-analysis were performed with analytical 

TEM and FE-SEM (Field Emission SEM). Additionally, direct 

observation of the neck formation and growth between two 

particles was undertaken using hot-stage TEM. Through these 

experiments, this study aims at understanding (i) the 

physical and chemical effects of oxides of group 4 elements 

on sintering alumina, (ii) the relationships between ceramic 

processing and microstructure, and (iii) interface and 

microstructure development during heating in terms of events 

on actual nanometer scale. 
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1.2 outline of Dissertation 

The literature is reviewed in the next two chapters •. 

Theory and phenomena of solid state sint.ering and liquid 

phase sintering are discussed in Chapter 2. The topics 

descend from the general to the particular in Chapter 3. In 

this chapter, phase relations, defect chemistry, and some 

previous work of the systems of Al203-Ti02 , Al203-Zro2 , and 

Al203-CUO-Ti02 are emphasized. 

Experimental procedures are described in detail in 

Chapter 4. Chapter 5 consists of results and discussion of 

powder coating, sintering-quenching experiments, 

microstructure analysis, in situ observation of sintering, 

and mechanical property measurements. sintering behavior and 

microstructure development of coated alumina during heating 

are mainly discussed. 

In Chapter 6, conclusions of this research are 

presented. Finally, some interesting future work on 

sintering phenomena is proposed in chapter 7. 
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In this chapter, some important previous research on 

powder preparation, theory of solid state sintering and 

liquid phase sintering, and grain boundary phenomena is 

reviewed. 

2.1 Powder Preparation 

Many ceramic systems are sintered with sintering 

additives to accelerate densification rates or the second 

inclusion phases to improve mechanical or electrical 

properties. Mechanical mixing techniques such as ball 

milling and attrition milling are widely used, but have 

disadvantages. One major disadvantage of the conventional 

mechanical mixing methods is that structural or chemical 

heterogeneities are often left in a local area. A recent 

requirement for powder preparation is to obtain a 

sufficiently homogeneous blend of the matrix phase particles 

and the second phase particles in submicron or less scale. 

A second disadvantage is the contamination during mixing. As 

a means to produce uniformly mixed fine powders without any 

contamination, chemical processes now have received increased 

attention. 

2.1.1 Chemical Processes 

Sol-gel and hydrolysis of organometallic compounds are 
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intensively explored chemical methods for powder synthesis. 

In principle, such processes are not new but are currently 

attracting 

composites. 

much interest as potentially delivering 

since Al;P3-zroZ composite ceramics can have unique 

mechanical properties associated with the phase 

transformation of dispersed zirconia particles, 1-4 several 

processing schemes of elaboration for tailoring homogeneous 

microstructures have been reported in the literature. Such 

composite powders have been fabricated by consolidation from 

aqueous colloidal suspensions (Alz03 powder plus zroz powder35-

39 or Alz03 powder plus an aqueous solution (or sols) of a 

zirconium salt40-43 ), coprecipitation from aqueous solutions of 

aluminum and zirconium salts44-49 (an inorganic salt of 

alumina, e.g. AlzS04,44,46 Al(N03)z,45,47,49 and AlC1
3

48 plus an 

inorganic salt of zirconium, e.g. zroclz,44,46,47 ZrO(No
3
)3,45,49 

and ZrC14
48), decomposition of organometallic compounds 

(zircoaluminates50 or Alz (CzOz) 3 plus Zr (CzOz) 351 ), hydrothermal 

precipitation,5z and hydrolysis of alkoxides (aluminum 

alkoxides, e. g. Al (o-secC4H9) 349,53 plus zirconium alkoxides, 

e.g. zr(O-nC3H7)449 and Zr(O-iC3H7)453 or alumina powder plus 

zirconium alkoxide Zr (O-nC3H7) 449) . 

The concept of colloidal routes involves dispersion of 

powders into pH-adjusted water and then, consolidation into 

the flocculated states. The colloidal processes require 

careful solution chemistry for maintaining optimum pH and 
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ionic strength through the processes because of different 

surface charge characteristics and morphology of each powder. 

The departure from the optimum pH easily results in 

agglomeration. 43 Ball milling is usually necessary for the 

removal of agglomeration of starting powders before or after 

making the suspensions. 38,43 As a means to prevent the 

agglomeration, special techniques have been reported: 

attritor milling plus spray drying44 or spray-Iep technique45 

which involves spraying the solution into an inductively 

coupled plasma at 5000 K. However, from the practical point 

of view, the simpler method is better. These chemical 

processes lead to well-mixed powders but their sinterability 

is often disappointing. 47,48,53 

The Al203-Ti02 mixed powder has been prepared by similar 

chemical process: hydrolysis of alkoxides54 and the sol-gel 

routes.55,~ In this system, titania can be considered as an 

effective sintering additive of alumina30,31 rather than as an 

inclusion to improve mechanical properties of alumina 

although rutile occasionally remains in the microstructure 

due to its limited solid solubility. 

2.1.2 Powder coating 

Powder coating, which can be also classified into the 

category of the chemical processes, is a very attractive 

powder preparation technique because we can expect the 

fastest densification rate due to the maximized initial 
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contact between the ultrafine additive phase particles and 

the matrix phase particles and the uniform distribution of 

the secondary phases. One of the advantages of the powder 

coating over coprecipitation is that processing difficulties 

such as large weight losses and shrinkages during drying and 

sintering are less of a concern. However, the techniques for 

producing the uniform coating of the additive phase on 

individual particles of the matrix phase have not been 

optimized, and also the nature and behavior of the coated 

phases have not been fully characterized, especially during 

the heating process. 

Fegley, White, and Bowen have prepared alumina powder 

coated with "fluffy" zirconia by hydrolysis of zirconium 

propoxide, and have demonstrated that this technique 

introduces only very low impurity levels, but they have not 

reported its sintering behavior. 57 cortesi and Bowen have 

described a method of zirconia coating on alumina particles 

in a continuous flow reactor. Their procedure is long: ball 

milling of alumina for 3 days, addition and hydrolysis of 

zirconium n-propoxide, flocculation by NH40H, centrifugation, 

hydrothermal treatment by an autoclave, redispersion, 

centrifugation, consolidation, and calcination. 58 owing to 

unsatisfactory sinterability (max. 95% of theoretical 

density) and the mechanical properties (290 MPa mean fracture 

strength), they have noted that the centrifugation, pressing, 

and sintering steps have to be optimized. Okamura, 
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Barringer, and Bowen have synthesized monosized Al203-Ti02 

composite powder by the stepwise hydrolysis of titanium iso

propoxide in an alumina dispersion with a view to obtaining 

aluminum titanate. 59 They mentioned that the Al203-Ti02 

composite powder can be sintered to form either an aluminum 

titanate or a rutile-corundum composite ceramic by 

controlling the sintering conditions. Although, to obtain a 

corundum-rutile composite without the aluminum titanate 

phase, it is necessary to sinter the powder below 1300oC, 

their sintering experiments have shown that the specimen 

sintered at 12800C for 20 hours has only 90% of theoretical 

density. 

In certain systems, the densification of the coated 

powders accompanies chemical reactions between the matrix 

phase and the coated phase or between the coated phases. The 

powder coating technique has a considerable advantage for 

this case; that is, faster reaction rate can be expected. 

Sacks et al. have coated alumina, mullite, zirconia, and 

silicon carbide powders and whiskers with silica by immersing 

fine alumina powders in TEOS (tetraethoxysilane) /ethanol 

solutions and adding ammoniated water to form mullite base 

composites. 60 They have shown evidence for the formation of 

coatings on the alumina particles, which are TEM observations 

of particles and XPS analysis of the outer layer. The 

silica-coating on sic powders was successful, whereas the 

coating on SiC whiskers was incomplete. The silica-coated 
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alumina powder was densified at relatively low temperatures 

(-13000C), and converted to mullite by subsequential heat 

treatment at (-1500° to 16000C). 

A method has been developed that produces silicon 

nitride particles (0.5 ~m) coated with YAG (yttrium aluminum 

garnet) particles « 50 nm) by Kim et al. 61 Single phase YAG 

particles on Si3N4 was obtained by coprecipitation from a 

stoichiometric solution of 3Y (N03) 3 + 5Al (N03) 3 followed by 

calcination at 900°C. Although not all the surface of the 

Si3N4 particles was completely covered by precipitates 

resulting from an inadequate precipitation technique, the 

powder showed a faster densification rate in comparison to 

the powder prepared by mechanical mixing, especially in case 

of lower additive content. That is, the less the doping 

amount of sintering additives, the more effective the powder 

coating. 

It is possible to precipitate a coating phase either 

from an aqueous solution of inorganic salts such as nitrates 

or from a non-aqueous solution of organometallic compounds 

such as metal alkoxides. The latter method seems to be 

better. Oxide powders dried from non-aqueous media show a 

lesser tendency to form hard agglomerates on account of 

weaker hydrogen bonding forces. 62 It has been reported that 

when water is used as a solvent of nitrates, hard 

agglomerates, which lead to retarding of shrinkage and 

formation of inhomogeneities and flaws, are formed and in any 
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case a milling treatment is required. 61 

The feasibility of coating whiskers with oxides to 

obtain whisker reinforced composites has been demonstrated by 

De Jonghe's group (yttria or yttria-alumina coating on Si3N4 

whiskers63 and alumina coating on sic whiskers64). The 

coating was produced by aging at elevated temperatures (90° -

100°C) aqueous systems containing the whiskers, nitrates or 

sulfates, and urea. Urea decomposes slowly between 90° and 

100°C and precipitates hydroxyls out from a solution of 

salts. 

Al though similar coating techniques on other systems can 

be found in the literature6So70, the conditions for forming 

uniform coatings on particles or whiskers have not been well 

understood. Sacks et al. have shown that coatings can be 

made by increasing the pH of a TEOS solution which favors 

colloidal rather than polymeric morphologies. 60 On the other 

hand, Books and Amarakoon have pointed out that polymeric 

rather than colloidal gels are preferred for coating. 70 

Moreover, there is no research concerning development of 

interfaces between the coating layers and the core particles 

and microstructures during heating. 

2.2 Solid state sintering 

The sintering process, whereby solid particles in 

contact adhere and grow together into a solid body, is 

complex. Sintering has been classified into three stages by 
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Coble. 11 Most of the insight into the effect of different 

variables on the sintering process has come from considering 

the early stage (or the initial stage) of sintering, during 

which the inter-particle contact area increases from zero to 

about 0.2 of the cross sectional area of the particle. A 

considerable amount of densification occurs at intermediate 

stage. This stage is characterized by particle growth to a 

grain like structure and a network of interconnected channels 

lying along the grain edges. In the final stage, pores are 

isolated by a so-called pinch-off process, ei ther at the 

grain corners or totally enclosed within the grains as a 

result of grain boundary migration. 

The initial stage, which is often referred to as "neck 

growth," is accompanied by inter-particle shrinkage of 

several percent,9,10 and thus, the relative density of a 

typical powder compact increases. The difference in the free 

energy or chemical potential between the neck area and the 

surface of the particles provides a driving force, and the 

material transfer occurs along the surface by the fastest 

means available. 71 If the vapor pressure is low, material 

transfer may occur rapidly by several solid state processes, 

as outlined in Table 1 and Fig. 5. 14 There is a significant 

difference among these different paths for matter transport; 

the transfer of material from the surface to the neck by 

surface or lattice diffusion, like vapor transport, does not 

lead to any decrease in the distance between particle centers. 
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Table 1. Alternate paths for matter transport during the 
initial stages of sintering. (Ref. 71) 

Mechanism Transport Source of Sink of 
Number Path Matter Matter 

1 Surface diffusion Surface Neck 

2 Lattice diffusion Surface Neck 

3 Vapor transport Surface Neck 

4 Boundary diffusion Grain boundary Neck 

5 Lattice diffusion Grain boundary Neck 

6 Lattice diffusion Dislocations Neck 
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Figure 1. Alternate paths for matter transport during the 
initial stages of sintering. (Ref. 71) 
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That is, mechanisms 1 to 3 do not result in shrinkage of the 

compact and a decrease in porosity. Only the transfer of 

matter from the particle volume or from the grain boundary 

between particles causes shrinkage and pore elimination 

(mechanisms 4 to 6).71 

It has been suggested that lattice diffusion and/or 

grain boundary diffusion are predominant mechanisms during 

the early stages for both undoped10,11,72,73 and doped30,32,55 

alumina and that the rate controlling factors are the vacancy 

concentrations and the type of diffusing species, which is 

VAL'" or Ali - among the charged native defects, depending on 

the dominant dopant. 30-32 

The general form of linear shrinkage resulting from 

transport of matter by lattice diffusion is given by the 

following equation: 71,74 

(2.1) 

where L\L/La = liner shrinkage (sintering rate) 

-y = surface energy 

a3 = atomic volume of the diffusing vacancy 

0' = self-diffusion coefficient 

k = Boltzmann constant 

T = temperature 

d = particle diameter 

t = time, and 
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K = constant dependent on geometry. 

The exponents nand m are generally about 0.3 and 0.3 - 0.5, 

respecti vely. The equation (2 • 1) suggests that particle 

diameter has a major effect on the sintering rate; the 

smaller particles show the faster sintering rate. 

There exists equivocality as to interpretation of the 

role of surface diffusion in neck growth. Some investigators 

have pointed out that neck growth during the early stages of 

sintering of alumina is caused by surface diffusion. 75,76 

Kingery et ale have mentioned that surface diffusion is most 

important during early stages of sintering; grain boundary 

diffusion and lattice diffusion subsequently become more 

important. 71 On the other hand, Rao and Cutler have reported 

that neck growth is controlled preponderantly by lattice 

diffusion and the contribution of surface diffusion is 

negligibly smal1. 32,n A more recent result is the numerical 

simulation of neck growth by surface diffusion and grain 

boundary diffusion. 78 There is a limit of the (grain boundary 

diffusivity)/(surface diffusivity) ratio, above which neck 

shape, neck growth and shrinkage are not affected by 

increasing the grain boundary diffusion coefficient because 

surface diffusion is required to redistribute matter in the 

region of the neck. This result is not inconsistent with 

previous study.~ 

Wang and Raj have assumed that grain boundary diffusion 

is the dominant sintering mechanism and estimated the 
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activation energy for sintering of alumina, alumina 

containing 5 vol% ti tania, and alumina containing 5 vol% 

zirconia, which are 440 ± 40 kJ/mol, 585 ± 40 kJ/mol, and 730 

± 50 kJ/mol. 56 The higher activation energy in doped alumina 

can be attributed either to the enthalpy for defect 

formation, 31,80,81 or to the presence of a liquid phase at grain 

interfaces. 82 

2.3 Liquid Phase sintering 

Liquid phase sintering can be defined as sintering 

involving a coexisting viscous liquid and particulate solid 

at the sintering temperature. 74 ,83 The liquid results from 

melting of one component or formation of a eutectic. The 

mixed powder is heated to a temperature between the liquidus 

and the solidus temperatures. The driving force for liquid 

phase sintering is the capillary pressure of the liquid phase 

in the channels between the solid particle. Smaller 

particles are preferred because they result in higher 

capillary pressure and surface energy due to a smaller radius 

of curvature. Figure 2 sho,.,s the pressure difference between 

the liquid meniscus and the vapor, ~P, (equation (2.2» and 

the force F on one of the particles depending on the meniscus 

size X (equation (2.3», using the two spherical model. 83 

For rapid densification, it is necessary to have an 

adequate amount of liquid phase, an appreciable solubility of 

the solid into liquid and wetting of the solid by the liquid. 
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d 

(2.2) 

(2. 3) 

Figure 2. A liquid bridge between two solid spheres exerting 
pressure to pull them together and the geometrical 
factors. Ap is the pressure excess across a 
curved liquid surface and F is the force working 
between two spheres. (Ref. 83) 
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Liquid phase sintering proceeds most quickly when the liquid 

thoroughly wets the solid particles (that is, the dihedral 

angle is zero), although zero dihedral angle is not essential 

for liquid phase sintering to occur. 71 

The classic liquid phase sintering system has been 

divided into three stages as well as the solid state 

sintering system. 83 In the first stage termed rearrangement, 

rapid densification takes place with the liquid formation due 

to the capillary force. During rearrangement, the compact 

responds as a viscous solid to the capillary action. As the 

densification rate by rearrangement decreases, solubility and 

diffusivity effects become dominant. This second stage is 

referred to as solution-reprecipitation, in which coarsening 

(Ostwald ripening) proceeds since matter is transported from 

smaller grains to larger grains by diffusion through the 

liquid, being dissolved from one surface and reprecipitated 

onto another. The final stage is solid state controlled 

sintering. Densification slows in this stage on account of 

development of skeleton. The process stages associated with 

liquid phase sintering is summarized in Figure 3. 

Although the basic theory of liquid phase sintering 

mentioned above has been generally accepted since the first 

mathematical treatment of densification in three stages was 

successfully given by Kingery,M shrinkage data for liquid 

phase sintering in the literature indicate that SUbstantial 

shrinkages and hence dramatic microstructural changes occur 



I. Rearrangement -- melt flow and penetration 

repacking, rapid densification or 

swelling, particle sliding 

II. Solution-Reprecipitation -- diffusion control 

densification, shape accommodation, 

grain growth, neck formation 

III. Solid state -- rigid structure 

neck growth, grain growth, 

coalescence, pore coarsening 
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Figure 3. Summary of the process stages of liquid phase 
sintering and the main microstructural changes. 
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during heating below the eutectic temperature, as can be seen 

in Figure 4 (a metal carbide system85 ), Figure 5 (a heavy 

metal systemM), and also Figure 6 (an ionic system87). This 

indicates that the application of the classic isothermal 

models is, in many cases, limited and suggests that additive 

distribution is critical for lower temperature processes. 

It has been often observed that alumina contains a 

continuous glassy boundary, 27,88-90 even in so-called high

purity alumina, Le., <0.3 wt% impurities. 27 This means that 

alumina is finally densified in the presence of a liquid 

phase above the eutectic temperature of the system for Al20 3 -

impurities (of the starting powder or introduced during the 

processes) - (liquid forming additives). 

Hodge has reported that significant shrinkage occurs 

below 10000 C in alumina with a 15 volt magnesium calcium 

aluminosilicate glass additive. 91 He has mentioned that this 

early stage shrinkage is primarily due to the sintering of 

the glass precursor agglomerates. Densification kinetics of 

the alumina - magnesium aluminosilicate glass system has been 

analyzed by Kwon and Messing. 23 From isothermal sintering 

data, they estimated activation energies at ranges from 270 

to 500 kJ/mol over the relative density range of 66% to 96%, 

respectively. The low activation energy was attributed to 

densification by particle rearrangement, whereas the higher 

activation energy was due to densification controlled 

interface-reaction-controlled solution-precipitation. 
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during constant heating rate sintering of a w-Ni
Fe heavy alloy, showing extensive densification 
prior to the liquid formation at approximately 
1450oC. (Ref. 86) 
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Figure 6. Shrinkage of pressed compacts of 2 ~m CaF2 powder 
with addition of 0-10 % NaF during heating at the 
rate of 5°/min. (Ref. 87) 
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2.4 Low Temporature sintering 

During the past forty years, the sintering temperature 

of alumina has been remarkably lowered and sintering kinetics 

have been enhanced by using fine starting powders, 

eliminating agglomerates, adding sintering additives, and 

developing chemical processes such as colloidal and sol-gel 

techniques. The advantages of low temperature sintering are 

(i) to be able to avoid unintentional thermal reactions with 

additives, (ii) to be able to inhibit abnormal grain growth 

and hence to obtain homogeneous fine microstructures, (iii) 

to be able to prevent evaporation during sintering, and (iv) 

to be able to reduce manufacturing cost, etc. 

Cutler et ale achieved 96% of theoretical density at 

13000 C in 1 h with 4 wt% additions of either Ti02-Cu20 or 

Ti02-Mn02 mixed additives. 19 Cannon achieved a 99% density at 

12000 C in 1 h by doping with 2 rnol% CuO + 2 mol% Ti02' the 

same additive composition as culter's.21 Kumagai and Messing 

developed a method for producing high relative density (-99%) 

Al203 at a low sintering temperature (-12000 C) by using 

boehmite sol-gel samples containing small additions (S2.0 

wt%) of fine (-0.1 J.Lm) a-A120 3 seed particles. 92,93 However, 

it has been reported that precipitation of boehmite sol-gel 

monoliths is difficult; gels undergo large shrinkage during 

the drying process and, as a result, cracking tends to occur. 

McArdle and Messing recently found that addition of a-Fe203 

seed particles to boehmite is effective to increase 
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isothermal transformation rates for the transformation of 1-

to a-Al203•94 Yeh and Sacks used colloidal processing with 

ultra'-fine (0.16 J.'m) and extremely narrow particle 

distribution powder to sinter Al203 to 99.5% of theoretical 

densi ty at 11500C in 2 h. 95-97 Xue and Chen obtained >99% 

relative density of Al203 in 1 h at a temperature as low as 

10700C by simultaneous application of colloidal processing 

and liquid forming additive, which were 0.9% Cuo + 0.9% Ti02 

+ O. 1 % B20 3 + O. 1 % MgO. 25 

Additives forming solid solutions with the matrix 

enhance diffusion and hence sintering kinetics by an increase 

of diffusing defect populations,28-32,98 while additives forming 

a liquid phase facilitate particle rearrangement and 

solution-precipi tation. 84 In highly pure Al203 sintered at 

low temperatures, there are very few abnormal grains: 

whereas, in Al203 sintered with liquid forming additives, 

faceted abnormal grains are frequently observed. 22,24,25,99 

2.5 Influence of sinterinq Atmosphere 

'I'here are few works dealing with the effect of sintering 

atmosphere on the sintering kinetics of alumina. Atmosphere 

may have two different effects on the sintering of alumina. 

These are to modify the densification rate and to limit 

density. 100 The dependence of the sintering rate on 

atmosphere is due to a change in the number of diffusing 

defects with changing partial oxygen pressure, po2• That is, 
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the sintering rate increases with an increase in the number 

of the rate-determining defects. For Mn-doped Al203~ and Fe

doped Al203 ,32 the sintering rate is increased by decreasing 

Po2• It is apparent that this behavior can be attributed to 

an increase in the number of the rate-determining defects. 

Therefore, for acceptor dopants such as Mn2+ and Fe2+, it is 

expected that sintering in vacuo is preferable to that in air 

for fast sintering rates and higher densities. 

The limiting density effect of atmosphere affects the 

final stage of sintering characterized by the pore pinching 

off process. 11 In the final stage, when the open pore 

channels are pinched off at the surface, the gas is trapped 

in the bulk of the sample at ambient pressure. In order that 

shrinkage may proceed further, the driving force for 

sintering has to overcome the gas pressure inside the pores, 

which increases as shrinkage proceeds. The densification 

process I therefore, stops when the internal gas pressure 

counterbalances the surface energy: 

p.:£1. 
I 

(2.4) 

where ~ is the surface energy and r is the pore radius. 

The effects of sintering atmosphere on the densification 

and electrical properties of alumina have been examined using 

air and CO/C02 (10. 14 Pa ~ P02 ~ 10.10 Pa) by Miranzo et. al. 101 

The relative density of alumina sintered under a CO/C02 

atmosphere was less than 90%, and grain growth did not occur. 
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This result was ascribed to the low diffusivity of CO and CO2 

molecules trapped in internal pores. Electrical conductivity 

at 600°C increased 5 orders of magnitude by sintering under 

the CO/C02 atmosphere because of percolation of the carbon 

phase present in the bulk of the sample. 

More recently, Thompson and Harmer have investigated the 

influence of atmosphere on the final stage sintering kinetics 

of pure alumina. 102 They have concluded from isothermal 

sintering experiments under either dry hydrogen or wet 

hydrogen that sintering in a low oxygen partial pressure (i) 

facilitates the densification rate, (ii) increases the grain 

growth rate, (iii) enhances the relative pore mobility, and 

(iv) reduces the susceptibility to pore/boundary separation. 

From these results and other studies, 103-105 it can be said 

that, in order to obtain a dense alumina ceramic, the 

sintering atmosphere must be composed of soluble gases such 

as °21 H2 in alumina or vacuum because insoluble gases such 

as CO and CO2 generate a back pressure which opposes the 

shrinkage of pores and thereby reduce the driving force. 

2.6 Solute segregation at Grain Boundaries 

Solute segregation to grain boundaries of ceramics is 

an important phenomenon because diffusional processes such as 

the sintering of ceramics and properties such as fracture 

strength or creep strength at elevated temperatures are 

strongly dependent on the chemical composition of grain 
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boundaries. However, results concerning the segregation 

behavior in Al203 are ambiguous. For example, with respect 

to the segregation of magnesium, which is the most well-known 

sintering additive of alumina, some investigators have 

reported that segregation occurs,106, 107 and others not.10a-110 

In earlier studies, the resolution of analysis techniques was 

so limited that the presence of Mg-containing precipitates at 

grain boundaries, Le. spinel phase, seems to have been 

misinterpreted as a continuous Mg segregation. After these 

studies, however, Franken and Gehring found Mg segregation in 

alumina doped with MgO at levels below and up to the 

solubility limit and concluded that the sintering model in 

which discontinuous grain growth is inhibited by segregated 

magnesium cannot be rejected. 111 More recently, Handwerker et 

ale have reported that doping with MgO solute reduces the 

effects of typical impurities (approximately 200 ppm) on 

grain growth by increasing bulk solubility and decreasing 

interfacial segregation of impurities and by narrowing the 

distribution of grain boundary - grain boundary dihedral 

angles. 112 

Johnson analyzed two possible mechanisms for solute 

segregation in ionic crystals, a space charge model and a 

strain energy model, reaching the conclusion that the strain 

energy of a grain boundary in a ceramic is the principal 

driving force for segregation, which is the same mechanism 

acting in a metallic system. 113 The change of free energy of 
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segregation, ~Gseg' is in proportion to the strain energy, W, 

originated from the size misfit, €, between the solute 

element and the unoccupied cation site in the lattice: 

(
II )2 A G oc W oc e2 _ 2 - 1 

seg I 
1 

(2.5) 

where r 1 and r z are the radius of the unoccupied lattice site 

and that of the isolated solute, respectively. In , 

thermodynamic equilibrium, the enrichment factor, p, is given 

by the following equation: 

(2.6) 

where Cgb and Cgl are the solute concentrations in the grain 

boundary and grain lattice, respectively. with these 

equations, ~Gse9 can be calculated from the ionic radii and 

determined from the chemical analyses. 

Li and Kingery have analyzed grain boundary segregation 

of a number of different solute materials in polycrystalline 

Alz03 and concluded that ion misfit strain energy is the main 

driving force for segregation for divalent and trivalent 

solutes. 114 They have experimentally shown the logarithm of 

the segregation ratio is nearly proportional to the square of 

the induced strain, as shown in Figure 7. The scale on the 

right side of the figure is the relationship for the ratio of 

the true solute boundary concentration to the apparent value, 

derived from Bender et al. 115 
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p _ (Cgb ) _ A ( Cgb ) + 1 - A 
Cg1 true Cg1 apparent; 

(2.7) 

Also, they have reported that segregation of titanium at 

grain boundaries is greater than can be accounted for by 

strain energy alone and proposed that substitutional solution 

of Ti on Al sites led to a negatively charged grain boundary 

with excess titanium present in the adjacent space charge 

layer. Their results also showed that Zr seems to have a 

tendency to segregate at grain boundaries. It is, however, 

not clear because their specimens contained silica as an 

impurity of which the amount was almost the same as that of 

the added solutes (0.2-0.5 wt%) and the sintering temperature 

(17750C) was above the ternary eutectic temperature resulting 

in a continuous thin wetting second phase along boundaries. 

With respect to influence of grain boundary segregation 

in alumina, there is a little information. Ogata and Kingery 

have found that the amount and nature of Ti segregated at the 

grain boundaries in Alz03 is changed by oxidizing and reducing 

heat treatments without affecting the microstructure and that 

grain boundary segregation of Ti decreases grain boundary 

strength. 116 The segregation reduces the sintering rate of 

alumina if grain boundary diffusivity is the rate determining 

transport mode. 117 

Although the solute segregation at grain boundaries in 

alumina has been studied by several investigators, the 
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detailed mechanism of how sintering additives act to change 

the microstructure evolution of alumina during the sintering 

process, especially in its early stages, is still not 

understood. There has been no work related to the process of 

solute segregation to grain boundaries of alumina during 

heating. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW (Part II: Phase Systems) 

The main topics in this chapter are phase relations and 

defect chemistry of the systems A1203-Ti02 , A1203-Zr02 , and 

A1203-CuO-Ti02 • Also, the physical and chemical effects of 

addition of oxides of group 4 elements on the sintering and 

properties of alumina are reviewed. 

3.1 Alumina 

Alumina has an ionic structure composed of A13+ and 02-. 

Although several polymorphs of alumina are known, we are only 

concerned with the stable high temperature form, a-A1203 

(corundum). The crystal structure of a-A1203 is usually 

represented by a hexagonal unit cell (a = 0.4758 nm and c = 

1.2991 nm). The 02- ions form hexagonal close packing and the 

A13+ ions occupy two-thirds of the octahedral sites so that 

each A13+ ion is coordinated by six 02- ions. The theoretical 

density can be calculated from the crystal structure 

following the equation: 

(3.1) 

where M is the molecular weight (101.961), NA is an 

Avogadro's number (6. 022Xl023), and a and c are lattice 

parameters, resulting in Pth = 3.987 g/cm3 • 

Alumina is a very stable material chemically as well as 

physically. Therefore, alumina has excellent properties: 
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good heat resistance (melting point = 2050oC), relatively 

high thermal conductivity (0.07-0.1 cal.cm-1s-1K- 1), high 

fracture strength, high hardness (Mohs hardness = 9), 

excellent insulation resistance (insulation coefficient ... 1014 

n·cm, band gap = 9.5 eV), optical transparency, corrosion 

resistance, and biological adaptability, etc. Consequently, 

alumina is used in electrical insulators, spark plugs, IC 

packages, furnace materials, abrasives, radomes, cutting 

tools, wear resistant parts, artificial bones, etc. 

The principal source of alumina is bauxite, which is 

available in almost unlimited quantities allover the world. 

Most raw bauxite is refined by a wet alkaline process, known 

as the Bayer process, to remove impurities (e.g., Si02, Fe203, 

and Ti02) and produce a nominal 99.5% alumina product with 

Na20 as a dominant impur i ty • 118 The process produces 

different alumina hydrates with various amounts of crystal 

water, and, during the subsequent dehydration process by 

means of thermal treatment, different transition 

modifications are passed through, all ending in a-A1203.119 

The normal O. 5%-Na20 Bayer alumina can be reduced to make 

specialty low-soda grades during refining and/or calcination. 

Physical properties may be adjusted during rotary-kiln 

calcination and subsequent dry grinding. 

Due to the relatively high Na20 content introduced 

during the wet alkaline process, the purity is often not 

sUfficient for high-tech ceramics although the Bayer process 
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is the most economical method. Recently, a new commercial 

method to produce an ultra-high purity grade (99.99%) of fine 

crystalline alumina powder has been developed by Taimei 

Chemicals Co., Ltd. and Government Industrial Research 

Institute, Nagoya, in Japan. 120 In this process, alumina 

powder is manufactured by thermal decomposition (~300oC) of 

ammonium aluminum carbonate hydroxide, synthesized from 

aluminum salt and ammonium hydroxy carbonate, and subsequent 

calcination (c.:12000c). 121-123 The chemical reactions are 

represented as follows. 

8NH4HC03 + (NH4) zAl 2 (S04) 4 

-+ 2NH4AlC03 (OH) 2 + 4 (NH4) ZS04 + 6C02 + 2H20 

2NH4AlC03 (OH) 2 -+ Alz03 + 2NH3 + 2C02 + 3HzO 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

This powder can be sintered at a temperature as low as 13500C 

because of small particle size (diameter"" 100 nm) and narrow 

particle size distribution. 

3.2 A120 3-Ti02 system 

We can discuss beneficial influence of the addition of 

TiOz to Alz03 from three different points of view, depending 

on the amount of Ti02 added and sintering temperature. One 

is that the sintering rate of alumina is accelerated by the 

substi tutional incorporation of Ti 4+ in Al203. 30,31, 1Z4 The 

volume diffusion coefficient exponentially increases with an 

increase of Ti02 content until the solid solution limit of 

A second is the manufacture of 
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alumina-titania composites. 59,125 The fracture toughness of 

the composites is increased with a crack deflection mechanism 

due to plate-like grains of alumina grown by an Ostwald 

ripening. A third is synthesis of aluminum titanate (Al2Ti05 > 

ceramics54,59, 126, 127 or alumina-aluminum titanate composites. 128 

The interest in aluminum titanate ceramics is due primarily 

to their apparent low thermal expansion coefficients and high 

mel ting point. In alumina-aluminum titanate composites, 

their crack-resistance and flaw tolerance can be improved 

over single phase alumina as a result of internal residual 

stresses induced by large thermal expansion mismatch. 

3.2.1. Phase Relation 

Titania exhibits polymorphism. The stability relations 

in the titania system is schematically shown in Figure 8. 129 

The low temperature forms, p- and a-anatase, change 

reversibly at 642°C while a-anatase inverts irreversibly to 

rutile at approximately 1000oC. Rutile melts at 1870oC. The 

crystal system of rutile is tetragonal and its lattice 

parameters are a = 0.4594 nm and c = 0.2958 nm. Brookite, 

which is another crystalline modification of titania, changes 

directly to rutile at approximately 10000C when heated. 

Figure 9 shows the phase diagram for the A1203-Ti02 

system. 130 The eutectic temperature is near 17000C at 20 mol% 

Ti0
2

• 130,131 There exists an intermediate phase, A1
2
TiOs• 

Although it appears above about 11500C in this figure, its 
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eutectoid temperature has been reported to be 1280oe. 13Z This 

temperature is also supported by other investigators from the 

results of synthetic studies in which aluminum titanate was 

directly synthesized in a solid state reaction between 

alumina and rutile powders or precursors at or above 

13 ooOe: 54,59,126,133 

(3.4) 

The crystal structure of aluminum titanate has 

pseudobrookj,te 134 ,d th a theoretical density of 3.702 g/cm3• 135 

The equation (3.4) is accompanied by an 11% molar volume 

increase. 1Z6 

It is known that the solid solution ranges are very 

limited. However, their absolute values are uncertain 

because the solubilities are too small to be determined from 

lattice parameter shift with X-ray diffraction, especially in 

air. 136,137 (The solubilities in Hz are larger than that in 

air: 2.5 mol% at 1700oe. 136) The maximum solid solubility of 

TiOz in Alz03 has been reported to be about 0.30 mol%, 138,139 

whereas the results of sintering experiments have indicated 

that the maximum solid solubility is 0.2 - 0.25 Ti at% (0.40 

- O. 5 T iOz mol %) .30,31,124 On the other hand, Goldberg 138 and 

Slepetys and Vaughan140 have reported that the solubility of 

Alz03 in Ti02 is near zero and 1.97 wt% (2.5 molt) at 1426oe, 

respectively. In more recent work, it has been found that 

the solubility is considerably higher than the previous 

resul ts. 141 
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3.2.2 Defect Chemistry 

The calculations of Dienes et al. predict that Schottky 

disorders are energetically dominant rather than Frenkel 

disorders. 14z Namely, doping tetravalent ions (donors with 

respect to A13+) such as Ti4+ or divalent ions (acceptors with 

respect to A13+) such as Mg2+ result in the formation of Al 

vacancies, VAL'" or ° vacancies, VON, respectively. 143 In fact, 

Rasmussen and Kingery observed a density decrease as a result 

of Ti doping. 144 This suggests that the charge compensating 

native defect is VAL III • 

The oxidation-reduction of Ti in Alz03 has been assumed 

to be given by the following reaction: 145 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The defect concentrations depend on the oxygen partial 

pressure, p02 and temperature. The equations (3.5) to (3.7) 

mean that ionic conductivity is dominant at high pOz, whereas 

electronic conductivity predominates at low POz. 

Incorporation of Ti02 in A1203 markedly increases the 

initial sintering rate, R,30,55 although the final density of 

the sintered body is almost the same as that of undoped 

alumina. This is in contrast to the effects of MgO doping. 55 

To explain the effect of TiOz doping on R of A1203, a defect 
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model has been proposed by Brook31 and modified by Kroger. 81 

The creation of VAl"' defects consequent on the substitutional 

incorporation of Ti 4+ in A1203 results in an increase of the 

Al diffusivity and hence an increase of R. The models 

account for experimental results, R ~ [TiJ" with n = 3 to n 

< 1. However, since they are based on the presence of a 

considerable concentration of acceptor impurities, e.g. Mg, 

which dominates the defect structure, their explanation is 

not applicable to ultra-high purity alumina. Furthermore, 

Brook's model, [VAl"'] = K [TiAtl 3, is correct only under 

reducing conditions because tetravalent titanium ions may 

dominate rather than trivalent ones under oxidizing 

conditions. 

3.3 A120 3-zro2 and A1203-Zro2-Y2o3 systems 

The interest of these systems is the phenomenon of 

transformation toughening. As an effect of addition of zro2 

on the microstructure, it is known that Zro2 inclusions 

hinder grain growth of A1203 in the final stage of 

sintering. 36,146 For alumina doped with Zr02 , models only for 

hot-pressing in vacuo have been proposed. 81 

3.3.1 Phase Relations 

Zirconia also exhibits polymorphism. The stability 

relations in the zirconia system are shown in Figure 10. '29 

In the zirconia system, a monoclinic (a = 0.5145 nm, b = 
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0.5207 nm, c = 0.5311 nm, and P = 99.23°) low temperature 

form inverts martensitically to a tetragonal (a = 0.364 nm 

and c = 0.527 nm) form at approximately 10000C, which is 

accompanied by an approximately 7% volume change. This 

volume change is the origin of transformation toughening as 

will be discussed in the following section. The tetragonal 

form can also exist as a metastable phase below 10000C. At 

23000 C, tetragonal zirconia changes to a high temperature 

form, cubic zirconia, which is isostructural with fluorite. 

The distortion, cubic -. tetragonal -. monoclinic, with a 

decrease of temperature is due to a large difference in size 

between Zr4+ and 02-. The tetragonal and cubic forms can be 

partially or fully stabilized by sUbstitution of a part of 

zr4+ cations with larger cations such as y3+ because of an 

increase of a mean cation diameter. The charge neutral i ty is 

compensated by anion vacancies. 147 

Al203-Zr02 is a simple eutectic system which has very 

limited solid solution at high temperatures (Figure 11).148,149 

Less than 1% Zr02 goes into solid solution in Al203 and up to 

about 7% Al203 can form a solid solution with zr02 • 150 

Experiments with this system were carried out only under an 

Ar atmosphere. There are still uncertainties about solid 

solubilities and their temperatures in these systems. 
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3.3.2 Transformation Toughening 

Two toughening mechanisms induced by Zr02 inclusions in 

ceramics have been described in the literature. One is 

stress induced transformation toughening151-154 and the other 

is transformation induced microcrack toughening. 1,3,155 The 

origin of toughening in both mechanisms is same: tetragonal 

~ monoclinic (t ~ m) transformation of the Zr02 inclusions 

accompanied by a volume expansion. 

(i) stress induced transformation toughening 

When the zro2 inclusions having tetragonal symmetry 

embedded in a ceramic matrix phase are meta stably retained to 

room temperature, the t ~ m transformation can be induced by 

external stresses such as the stress field of a propagating 

crack. To retain tetragonal symmetry, the dispersed zro2 

particles must be below a critical size (typically 0.5 JLm) .156 

This stress induced t ~ m transformation shields the crack 

tip from the external stress. Consequently, the fracture 

toughness of the ceramic is increased. 

(ii) Transformation induced microcrack toughening 

On cooling from a sintering temperature, t-zroz 
undergoes m-ZrOz under elastic constraint. To overcome the 

elastic constraint and transform martensitically, the zroz 
particles must be large enough (above a critical size)." 

Microcracks are nucleated around the transformed m-zroz 

particles because of a volume increase during cooling. These 

microcracks can absorb the fracture energy in the stress 
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field of a propagating crack and hence lead to improvement of 

fracture toughness. 

3." A1203-CUO-TiOz and Alz03-CUO-Ti02-B203-Mgo systems 

Simultaneous addition of cuo and Ti02 is effective for 

lowering the sintering temperature of alumina 19,21 as 

mentioned in section 2.4. The minor additives, B203 and MgO, 

were added to the system of A1203-cuO-Ti02 by Xue and Chen 

with a view to enhancing the sintering rate and to improving 

microstructure uniformity. 25 

3 .... 1 Phase Relations 

Cutler et ale believed that the low temperature 

sintering of alumina was aided by a eutectic liquid phase in 

the A1203-CuO-Ti02 system because as a physical evidence, they 

observed a bleeding liquid that drains away from the sintered 

pellets. 19 Although a ternary phase diagram of this system 

is not yet known to exist in the literature, we can estimate 

that the ternary eutectic is lower than 11300 C which is the 

binary eutectic temperature of the A1203-CUO system157-159 

(Figure 1216°). There are two intermediate phases in the 

binary: CuA1204 (>6120C) and CuA102 (>10030 C), whereas there is 

no compound between CuO and Ti02 in air. 161 

3 .... 2 Defect Chemistry 

From the viewpoint of defect chemistry, simultaneous 
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addition of cuo and Ti02 implies simultaneous addition of 

donors (Ti4+) and acceptors (cu2+) with respect to A13+. As 

has been pointed out in section 3.2.2, Brook's mode131 in 

which the excess charge of Ti4+ ions is compensated by 

divalent impurities such as Mg2+ is not applicable to high 

purity alumina. However, in this case, it can be expected 

that the intended divalent cation, cu2+, fulfills the exact 

same role as the divalent impurities in Brook's model. In 

addition, the compensating additives might lead to an 

increased solid solution limit. 137 In the system of A1203-FeO

Ti02 which is a charge compensating addi ti ve combination 

(Fe2+-Ti4+), the highest creep rate was indeed observed by 

Ikuma and Gordon2o and the highest density was achieved by 

Cutler et al. 19 when an equimolar of FeO and Ti02 were added. 

3.5 A1203-Bi203-Ti02 and A1203-PbO-Ti02 Systems 

Neither sintering kinetics nor ternary phase relations 

of these systems have been studied. Only binary relations 

were reported in the literature as being shown in Figures 

13 162 and 14. 163 The liquidus curves of these binary systems 

are similar to that of A1203-CuO (~cu20) system (temperatures 

and compositions). 
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... EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

4.1 Powder Preparation 

The specification of starting alumina powder (TM-D, 

Taimei Chemicals, Nagano, Japan) is listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. The specification of starting alumina powder 
(maker inspection data). 

Crystal form a-Al20 3 

Average diameter (~m) 0.24 

Specific surface area (m2/g) 13.9 

purity (%) 99.99 

impurities si (ppm) 13 

Fe (ppm) 10 

Na (ppm) 4 

K (ppm) 2 

Ca (ppm) 2 

Mg (ppm) 1 

4.1.1 Mechanical Mixing 

The alumina powder was mechanically milled with 0.5, 

1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 mol% titania powder (purity > 99.9%, 

particle size ~ 0.2 ~m, rutile, Aldrich Chemical Company, 

Inc., Milwaukee, WI) in ethanol for 4 hours using a plastic 

container and alumina balls. 
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4.1.2 Powder coating 

The compositions prepared and the starting materials are 

listed in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. since the 

dissolution of the copper alkoxides and magnesium alkoxides 

into common organic solvents was difficult, nitrates were 

used as starting materials for these metal oxides. The 

solubility of zirconium isopropoxide in isopropanol is given 

in Figure 15.1~ The other alkoxides were soluble in 

isopropanol. 

Powder coating processes were carried out in a glove box 

filled by a dry Nz gas. First, 0.98 mole (99.921 g) or 0.90 

mole (91.764 g) of the alumina powder was ultrasonically 

suspended in 200 m1 of isopropanol. Next, using a magnetic 

stirrer, the desired amount of metal alkoxides and/or 

nitrates were slowly added to th~ suspension with stirring. 

In order to promote sUfficient attachment of the alkoxides on 

the alumina particle surfaces, a gentle stirring of the new 

suspension was continued for 12 hours. Then, a deionized 

water/isopropanol solution (1/10 by volume, predetermined to 

attain controlled hydrolysis) was slowly added by drops in 

excess (4 times as much as stoichiometry) to hydrolyze the 

alkoxides completely and precipitate hydroxides. or, a 0.1 

M solution of NaOH was added when the suspension contained 

the nitrates. After being stirred for 12 hours, the product 

was filtered off, washed with deionized water several times, 

and dried in an electric oven at 100°C. The resultant was 
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Table 3. The compositions studied. 

Abbreviations Compositions (mol%) 

lOOA lOOAlz0 3 

A2T 98Alz03-2TiOz 

A10T 90Alz03-10TiOz 

A10Z 90Alzo3-10ZrOz 

AZY 89. 73Alz03-9. 97ZrOz-O. 30YZ0 3 

A1C1T 98Alz03-1CUO-1TiOz 

A5C5T 90Alz03-5CUO-5TiOz 

ACTBM 98Alz0 3-O. 9CuO-O. 9TiOz-O. lBz0 3-O .1MgO 

ABiT 98Alz03-1Biz03-1TiOz 

APT 98Alz03-1PbO-1TiOz 



Table 4. The starting materials. 

oxides starting Materials Maker* 

Ti02 Ti (OPri) 4 Aldrich 

Zro2 Zr (OPri) 4' PrioH Aldrich 

Y203 y(opri)3 Aldrich 

cuo CU (N03) 2 Aldrich 

B203 B (OBun
) 3 Gelest 

MgO Mg (N03 ) 2 Aldrich 

Bi203 Bi (opri) 3 in PrfoH Chemat 

PbO Pb (opr i ) 2 in prioH Chemat 

* Aldrich Chemicals Company, Inc., Milwaukee, WI 

Gelest, Inc., Tullytown, PA 

Chemat Technology, Inc., Northridge, CA 
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ground with alumina mortar and pestle and sieved with 200 

mesh (75 #.Lm). 

4.2 sintering and Quenching 

The schematic diagram of the sintering-quenching 

apparatus is shown in Figure 16. Referring to the study done 

by Birnie and Kingery, 165 this apparatus was constructed to 

minimize any microstructural changes during cooling and to 

"freeze-in" high temperature states. The distance between a 

hot zone and the surface of a quench medium was 10 cm. 

Thickness of a specimen and a quenching medium were 

determined under consideration of satisfying Newtonian 

cooling in which the temperature gradients within the 

specimen were negligible.1~ The criterion is 

where h = 

L = 

and k = 

heat 

hL :s; 0.1 
k 

transfer coefficient 

(0.011 cal/cm2 s K for liquid 

semi thickness of a specimen 

(0.005 cm in this study) 

thermal conductivity 

(4.2) 

N2 at 77 K) 165 

(0.014 cal/cm s K for Al203 at 1473 K). 71 

Liquid N2 was selected as a quenching medium because it gives 

a rapid initial cooling rate, but then slows the quench due 

to gas film formation around the specimen. Therefore, 

thermal shock fracture was not a problem in this study. 
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Figure 16. A schematic diagram of sintering-quenching 
apparatus. 
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The prepared powders were die-pressed under a compaction 

pressure of 49 - 490 MPa into pellets with dimensions of 

The specimens were divided into two 

groups. The first group of the specimens was isothermally 

heated at 1000° - 12000 C for 1 - 10 minutes in air and 

quenched into liquid N2 • These experiments were designed for 

characterizing sintering behavior in the early stages. The 

second group was heated at 600° - 16000C for 1 hour in air and 

quenched into liquid N2 • These experiments were carried out 

to clarify microstructure and interface development of coated 

powders during heating. 

shrinkage of diameter and thickness of the specimens was 

measured with a caliper and micrometer, respectively. Bulk 

densities were determined by Archimedes' method. The 

theoretical densities, tabulated in Table 5, were calculated 

using the classic rule of mixtures: 

(4.3) 

where d j is the respective density of each component and vi 

is the volume fraction. For A10Z and AZY, it was assumed 

that the crystal modification of zro2 was tetragonal because 

of quenching from elevated temperatures and that all y3+ ions 

substitutionally went into the zro2 structure with oxygen 

vacancy formation. 
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Table 5. Theoretical densities of the studied compositions. 

compositions Densities (g/cm3 ) 

100A 3.987 

A2T 3.991 

A10T 4.007 

A10Z 4.157 

AZY 4.156 

A1C1T 4.001 

A5C5T 4.060 

ACTBM 3.999 

ABiT 4.085 

APT 4.040 
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4.3 Thermal Analysis (DTA and TGA) 

"As prepared" coated powders were subjected to thermal 

analysis to study the crystallization characteristics of the 

precursors and to estimate the eutectic temperature ranges. 

DTA#l (Differential Thermal Analysis) and TGA#z 

(ThermoGravimetry Analysis) runs were conducted at a heating 

rate of 10°c/min under either 10 cc/min of flowing air or Nz 
atmosphere. The DTA and TGA were performed from room 

temperature up to 12000 C and 900°C, respectively. In the DTA, 

the unit was calibrated using gold (melting point: 1064.4oC) 

and alumina powder was used as reference. The powder was 

well packed in a Pt crucible (typically 30-40 mg) since the 

amount of precursors in the powder was only as much as 10 

mol%. 

4.4 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

The crystalline phases in "as prepared" powders and the 

sintered and quenched samples were identified by the X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) technique. "As prepared" powders were 

mounted on a glass slide. For the sintered and quenched 

samples, the samples which were free from zroz were finely 

ground with a alumina mortar and pestle before mounting on 

the glass slide, while the samples containing zrOz were 

#1 Du Pont Instruments 1600 DTA 

#z Du Pont Instruments 951 Thermogravimetric Analyzer 
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directly placed on the glass slides in order to avoid t ~ m 

phase transformation taking place during grinding. 

The samples were inspected using a Scintag 

diffractometer.~ Monochromatic radiation, eu Ka (~ = 

0.1542 nm) was used. A scanning rate of 40jmin was used for 

the normal phase identification and that of 10jmin was 

employed for the determination of the relative content of t

Zroz• The fraction Xt of t-Zroz in the total amount of zroz 
was evaluated from the intensity relationship:1~ 

x -t 
I(111) t x 100 (%) 

I(111) t+ I (lll) m+ I (111) m 
(4.4) 

where I t (lll), I m(lll), and Im(111) values denote the integral 

intensities of the (111) and (111) planes of tetragonal and 

monoclinic peaks. 

4.5 scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM and FE-SEM) 

In order to characterize microstructure development, the 

morphology of the coated powder and the fracture and polished 

surfaces of the sintered and quenched specimens were observed 

by a SEM (scanning Electron Microscope)~ and a FE-SEM 

(Field Emission scanning Electron Microscope).~ The FE-SEM 

gives much better resolution, e.g. 5 nm at 1 kV. 

~ Scintag XDS 2000 

~ JEOL JSM-840A 

~ Hitachi S-4500 
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The distribution of secondary phases such as Ti02 and 

Zr02 was inspected in a backscattered electron mode. Some of 

the specimens were analyzed by using Energy Dispersive X-ray 

(EDX) analysis system#6 attached on the SEM. The samples 

for the FE-SEM and for X-ray microanalysis and backscattered 

electron imaging were coated with evaporated carbon, and the 

samples for the conventional SEM were coated using an Au/Pd 

sputter to prevent a charging problem. 

4.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

The nature of coatings on alumina powder and the 

microstructure and interface development of the sintered and 

quenched specimens were investigated using TEM (Transmission 

Electron Microscopy). 

4.6.1 Sample Preparation 

The TEM samples were prepared in three ways depending on 

their relative densities. liAs prepared II powders and the 

specimens of which relative densities were below 70 % were 

dispersed on a holey carbon film supported by eu grid after 

being ground with a alumina mortar and pestle. Some TEM 

samples (65 % ~ d ~ 75 %) were prepared by an ultramicrotomy 

technique. 168,169 The small pieces of the specimens (about 2 

rom x 2 rom) were embedded in Spurr resin. The Spurr resin was 

#6 Tracor Northen 5500 
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selected because porous materials require a low viscosity 

resin for optimal infiltration. 170 The embedded samples were 

thin-sectioned by a ultramicrotome.#7 For relatively dense 

specimens (~ 70 % of theoretical), dimpling and ion-milling 

method was used. First, the 3 mm disk samples were made with 

an ultrasonic cutter. Then, the samples were dimpled up to 

about 50 J.l.mf/S and further thinned by Ar ions until a pin 

hole at the center of the samples appeared.~ 

4.6.2 Instrumentation and Techniques 

TEM experiments were performed using Philips#10,N11 and 

Hitachi#12 transmission electron microscopes. The 

accelerating voltages were 80 kV and 200 kV, respectively. 

Figure 17 shows the schematic diagram of the Hitachi 

microscope with the analytical capabilities including EDX 

spectrometer#13 and EELS (Electron Energy Loss 

Spectrometer) . f/14 The potential for a point-to-point 

#7 RMC MT-7000 ULTRA 

#8 South Bay Technology 515 

~ Gatan DuoMill™ 600 

#10 Philips 400T 

#11 Philips 420 

#12 Hitachi H-Bl00 

#13 Link XL 

#14 Gatan model 666 



Figure 17. 
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chemical analysis of grain boundaries as well as grains 'was 

offered by the 8 nm beam diameter with EOX. Lattice images 

of the crystals, which are produced as a result of the 

interference among scattered electron waves, were obtained by 

high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) imaging through a 

CCO camera installed at the base of the microscope column. 

The resolution limit l1rm1n for HREM is defined substantially 

by the spherical aberration as: 171 

A r - AC1
/

4 A3/ 4 
min s (4.5) 

where A is a constant c< unity, ). is the wavelength of 

electronEl (0.00251 nm at 200 kV) and Cs is the spherical 

aberration coefficient of objective lens (0.55 rom in H-8100). 

4.6.3 Hot-stage TEM 

The microstructural changes in the coated powders 

occurring during heating were studied in situ using a heating 

TEM specimen holder. The alumina powder coated with 

precursors of TiOz was dispersed on a holey carbon film 

supported by Ni grid. The sample was introduced to the 

single tilt heating TEM specimen holder. #15 Temperatures 

ranging from room temperature to 13000 C were possible. The 

CCO camera installed at the base of the microscope column 

received the image, and its output was recorded on video 

tapes. The furnace temperature of the specimen holder was 

~5 Gatan Model 628 
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controlled by setting the heater current. Specimen 

temperature was measured by a type R thermocouple and a 

digi tal thermometerfl16 • The actual temperature of the 

specimen in the heating holder might be lower than the 

indicated temperature because the thermocouple was spot 

welded to the furnace and because the specimen under vacuum 

was mainly heated by conduction through the uncertain quality 

mechanical contact between the furnace and the specimen. 

4.7 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to 

examine the external layers of the coated powders and their 

changes during heating in terms of chemical compositions and 

structure. Both green compacts and the sintered and quenched 

specimens were inspected by photoelectron spectrometer#17 

with Al Ka at energy of 1486.6 eVe Escape depth was around 

5 nm. The relative concentration of the secondary phases to 

Al was determined from the number of photoelectrons per 

second in a specific spectral peak, I, and the 

photoelectronic cross section for element, a: 1n 

Nx Ix 0Al -----x--
NAl IAl 0 X 

(4.6) 

#16 Omega 650 

#17 V. G. ESCALAB MK II 
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where 0.5371,7.91, and 7.04 cm2 were used as values of C1Al ' 

C1T!' and C1Zr ' respectively. 

4.8 Mechanical Property Measurement 

For the zro2 containing specimens (A10Z and AZY) , 

hardness, H, was measured with a Vickers hardness tester and 

fracture toughness, Ke , was estimated by an IM (Indentation 

Microfracture) method. The hardness was calculated by 

where 

H- 2Psin(6/2) 
d 2 

P = indentation load (5 N in this study) 

(4.7) 

8 = dihedral angle of the diamond indenter (136°) 

d = mean diagonal length of Vickers depression. 

The fracture toughness was evaluated by following JIS R 

1607. 173 

( 
E )1/2 ( P ) Kc -D.D18 H x C 3 / 2 

(4.8) 

where E = Young's modulus (370 GPa156) 

c = mean crack length. 



5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Powder coating 

5.1.1 coatings from Metal Alkoxides 

84 

Figures 18 and 19 are FE-SEM and TEM micrographs showing 

morphology of the alumina powders coated with precursors of 

10 mol% Ti02 (A10T) and 10 mol% Zro2 (A10Z), respectively. 

Each alumina particle is uniformly surrounded by very fine 

precursors. So-called "powder coating" was achieved in all' 

compositions studied when heterogeneous depositions were 

produced from metal alkoxides. coating thickness was about 

10 nm in the case of a 10 mol% addition. Powder X-ray 

analysis revealed that the coated powders were composed of Q

Al203 and an amorphous phase. Specific surface areas of A10T 

and AlOZ measured by a mUltipoint BET method in N2 were 61.6 

and 65.9 m2/g, respectively. This is roughly 4.5 times as 

large as that of the starting alumina powder. The results of 

surface area measurements as well as EM micrographs imply 

that the natures of the precursor coatings in AlOT and AlOZ 

are identically "fluffy." Another evidence for the coatings 

on alumina particles was obtained from XPS. Figure 20 shows 

a XPS spectrum of a AlOT green compact. The ratio of number 

of atoms in AlOT must be N'I/NAl = 10/180 = 0.056. However, 

the calculated ratio from the XPS results using equation 

(4.6) was NTi/NAl = 0.55, much bigger than the real ratio, 

0.056. This result indicates that the precursors of Ti02 sit 

on the surface of the alumina particles as an external layer 
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Figure 18. FE-SEM (above) and TEM (below) micrographs of "as 
prepared" A10T powder, showing a uniform coating 
of Ti02 precursors on individual alumina particles. 
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100 nm 

Figure 19. FE-SEM (above) and TEM (below) micrographs of "as 
prepared" A10Z powder, showing a uniform coating 
of zro2 precursors on individual alumina particles. 
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Figure 20. XPS spectrum of a A10T green compact. 
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(The XPS results may contain signals from inner core alumina 

particles). The signal of Ti3+ was not detected in the XPS 

study. 

The heterogeneous deposition of precursors on individual 

alumina particles from metal alkoxides may be attributed to 

the presence of electronegative alkoxy groups. 

the metal atoms highly prone to positive. 

This may make 

That is, the 

electron density on metal atoms decreases as a result of 

electron withdrawal by the alkoxy groups. The metal atoms 

are consequently susceptible to adsorption by lone pairs of 

oxygen atoms on the surface of alumina in the suspension. 

In the subsequent hydrolysis process, the metal 

alkoxides on the surface of alumina are nucleophilically 

attacked by water: 

M(OR)n + nH20 ... M(OH)n + nROH (5.1) 

where M is a metal with valence nand R is an alkyl group 

CxH2x+' . Although equation (5.1) is often adequate, the actual 

hydrolysis reaction is probably more complicated. The 

hydrolysis may contain steps of partial hydrolysis to form 

monomers'" polycondensation, finally resulting in layers of 

precursors: 

then, either 

or 

2 (RO) n_,MOH ... (RO) n_,M-O-M (OR) n-' + H20 

(RO)n_,MOH + M(OR)n'" (RO)n_,M-O-M(OR)n_' + ROH. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Therefore, for successful powder coatings, the hydrolysis 
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rate is a critical parameter. The experiments demonstrated 

that the hydrolysis rate can be controlled (slowed) by the 

use of relatively bulky alkoxides'and of diluted water with 

alcohol, leading to uniform coatings. 

5.1.2 coating trom Metal Alkoxides Plus Nitrates 

The morphology of "as prepared" A5C5T powder is shown in 

Figure 21. Homogeneous mixing was achieved, but each alumina 

particle is not completely coated. This suggests that, 

unlike alkoxides, nitrates are not electrostatically adsorbed 

on the surface of the alumina particles. 

The reason that copper nitrate was used rather than 

alkoxides in this study was the difficulty of dissolution of 

copper alkoxides in common organic sol vents. The 

insolubility of copper alkoxides results from extensive 

alkoxide bridging. 174 Various attempts regarding dissolution 

of copper alkoxides can be found in the literature, 

especially in the field of superconducting materials. 175-178 

Copper methoxide and copper ethoxide could be dissolved in 

ethanol-triethanolamine solution. However, the reaotion 

yielded a stable compound which could no longer be hydrolyzed 

by water. 

Cu (OEt) 2 + (HOCH2CH2) 3N 

(5.5) 

Thus, in order to achieve uniform coatings of this 

composition, it is necessary to synthesize soluble copper 
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Figure 21. FE-SEM (above) and TEM (below) micrographs of "as 
prepared" A5C5T powder. The individual alumina 
particles were partially coated with precursors. 



alkoxides like one which was reported by Goel et al.1~ 

5.2 Early stages of sintering 

5.2.1 Mechanically Mixed Powders 
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The shrinkage behavior at l2000 C of alumina and alumina 

containing various amounts of titania prepared by the 

conventional mechanical mixing method and pressed at 49 MPa 

is shown in Figure 22 (log-log plots). The slopes obtained 

from this figure were the same value, 0.21 for all 

compositions. That is, the shrinkage of the compacts was 

proportional to the one-fifth power of time. The addition of 

titania facilitated the sintering rate, and its increase as 

a function of titania content was nearly linear. 

There is some disagreement in these results with the 

results of Bagley et al. 30 They found that the addition of 

titania beyond the solid solution range caused no increase in 

the sintering rate. In this study, the sintering rate, 

increased with an increase of titania addition although the 

amounts of titania added greatly exceeded the solid 

solubility limit. This is probably because the concentration 

of titania in alumina was not saturated during the short heat 

treatment (max. 10 minutes). (Only the 3 molt titania-doped 

alumina (97A3T) showed a slight decrease of the shrinkage 

rate for 7- and 10-minute heating.) In their study, the 

mixed powders were precalcined at 144SoC in Hz to ensure 

completing the solid solution before sintering. They 
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stated that slight sintering occurred during this calcining. 

Another difference is the exponents of t (time) 

determined from plots of log ~L/Lo (shrinkage) vs log t. The 

exponents they found were 0.31 for large powders (3 - 5 ~m) 

and 0.31 - 0.51 for small powders (0.2 - 0.5 ~m) from which 

they concluded that the sintering mechanism was grain 

boundary diffusion based on the model developed by Johnson 

and Cutler12 and modified by Johnson18o • The assumption of the 

model they used was that surface diffusion was negligible. 

However, in the very early stages, surface diffusion cannot 

be negligible because the activation energy of surface 

diffusion for sintering alumina (- 250 kJ/mol) 13,181 is a few 

times lower than that of lattice diffusion (- 700 kJ/mol) 10,11 

and grain boundary diffusion (- 600 kJ/mol) 30. 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 are SEM micrographs of 100A and 

99A1T sintered at 12000C for 1 minute and 10 minutes, 

respectively. Neck formation is observed in the 1-minute 

sintered specimens, and an increase of contact area between 

particles, that is, the progress of neck growth is observed 

in the 10-minute sintered specimens. The grains in the 10-

minute sintered 99A1T are slightly truncated. This suggests 

that the sintering of 99A1T has proceeded more than that of 

100A. The microstructure of 99A1T shown in Figure 24 seems 

to be uniform, but it is, from this figure, impossible to 

judge which particle is titania. Agglomeration of titania 

was, however, found in this specimen as can be seen in Figure 
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Figure 23. SEM micrographs of the pure alumina (100A) 
sintered at 12000C for 1 minute (above) and 10 
minutes (below). 
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Figure 24. SEM micrographs of the 1 molt Tioz-doped alumina 
(99A1T) sintered at 12000C for 1 minute (above) 
and 10 minutes (below). 
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Figure 25. Distribution of Al (above) and Ti (below) in 
99AIT detected by SEM-EDX. 
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25 (different area and magnification from Figure 24) which 

shows X-ray mapping of the distribution of aluminum and 

titanium in this specimen analyzed by SEM-EDX. This 

demonstrates that it is difficult to achieve homogeneous 

mixing completely even for 1 mol% addition by the 

conventional mechanical method. 

5.2.2 Coated powders 

since preliminary experiments showed that green 

densities of the coated powders were lower than those of the 

pure alumina and the mechanically mixed powders, green 

compacts of the coated powders were made under compaction 

pressure of 98 MPa. When the powders were pressed at 98 MPa, 

the typical green densities for the 2 mol% and the 10 mol% 

coating powders were 48 - 50 % and 42 - 45 % of theoretical, 

respectively, while those of the pure alumina and the 

mechanically mixed powders were 52 - 55 % of theoretical. 

The isothermal shrinJcage behavior at 12000 C of alumina 

powders coated with various precursors of metal oxides (2 

mol% addition) is given in Figure 26 (log-log plots). Three 

types of the shrinkage behavior can be seen in this Figure. 

The shrinkage behavior in the early stages of A2T and 

A1P1T was analogous to that of the pure alumina (100A). The 

densification rates of A2T and A1P1T were slightly slower 

than that of 100A. This is due to the lower green densities 

and a hydroxides ~ oxides transformation process. The 
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at 12000C of alumina powders coated with various 
precursors of metal oxides (2 mol% addition). 
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simultaneous addition of PbO and TiOz scarcely affected the 

densification rate of alumina in spite of charge 

compensating comhi.nation (Pbz+-Ti4+) for A13+. Although it 

can be expected that the charge compensating additives 

enhance the solid solubility and hence, increase the 

concentration of the rate determining defect, [VAL HI] or 

[Al 1-], Pbz+ is so large that it can neither interstitially 

nor substitutionally enter the crystal structure of alumina. 

(The ionic radii of Al3+, Ti 4+, and Pbz+ are 53.5, 60.5, and 

119 pm, respectively). 18Z 

In contrast to A1P1T, the addition of 1 mol% BiZ03 + 1 

mol% TiOz (A1Bi1T) enhanced the densification rate of 

alumina. When the valence of a host ion is the same as a 

guest ion, a solid solution is liable to occur, but in this 

B ~ 3+ • case, ... ~s, again, too large to go into the alumina 

structure. (The ionic radius of Bi~ is 103 pm).1~ 

Therefore, the enhancement of the densification rate by 1Bi1T 

cannot be attributed to the diffusion rate owing to the 

extended solid solution. The possible explanation of this 

enhancement in the early stages is more effective particle 

rearrangement due to liquid formation. As discussed in the 

section 3.5, there is no information regarding the ternary 

eutectic of this system, and the liquidus temperature of the 

Alz03-BiZ03 system is high. However, it is possible that the 

system of Biz03-TiOz forms a liquid phase below 12000C 

al though the entire binary phase diagram is not available. 183 
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The sintering of A1C1T proceeded very rapidly. A 1-

minute heating treatment resulted in about 17.5 % shrinkage, 

and further heating led to a little shrinkage (about 18.5 % 

shrinkage in 10 minutes). Liquid phase sintering must 

operate very effectively in this system. A ternary liquid 

with a low viscosity might penetrate between alumina 

particles very rapidly since the distribution of very fine 

precursors of the additives was uniform. In addition, the 

mutual charge compensating additives, CU2+-Ti4+, probably 

contributed to diffusion kinetics and thereby, sintering 

kinetics. The influence of minor additives, B203 and MgO, on 

the sintering rate of alumina was not observed. 

5.3 Dynamic sintering Behavior 

In this section, only the results of dynamic sintering 

experiments are presented. Phase transformation and 

microstructure development of the coated powders during 

heating will be discussed in the following section in detail. 

Figure 27 shows sintering behavior of alumina powders 

coated with various precursors of metal oxides (2 molt 

addi tion) • The powder compacts pressed at 98 MPa were 

sintered for 1 h at various temperatures and quenched into 

liquid N2. The shrinkage of 100A started around 1000oC. The 

addition of 2 mol% Ti02 or 1 molt PbO + 1 molt Ti02 

dramatically accelerated the sintering rate of alumina above 

1100oC. The sintering rate was facilitated by 1 molt Bi203 + 
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Figure 27. Liner plots of shrinkage behavior of the coated 
alumina powders (2 mol% addition). 
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1 molt TiOz above 1000oC. In contrast to these compositions, 

the shrinkage of A1C1T and ACTBM started at much lower 

temperature (about 12% shrinkage at 900oC). 

The results of 10-minute heat treatments from 10000C to 

l5000C in terms of shrinkage and density are given in Figure 

28. The sintering behavior of A10T and A10Z was very 

different, in spite of the fact that titanium and zirconium 

are a homologous serieG of elements belonging to group 4 in 

the periodic table and that the nature of coatings was 

identically "fluffy." This figure indicates that the 

critical temperatures of sintering in A10T and A10Z are just 

above 11000C and between 1200° and l3000C, respectively. 

The shrinkage and densification curves of alumina 

powders coated with 10 mol% precursors of metal oxides are 

shown in Figure 29. The powder compact made under a 

compaction pressure of 98 MPa was sintered for 1 hand 

quenched. The sintering behavior of A10T and AlOZ is 

basically same as the results of lo-minute heat treatment. 

It is obvious from this figure that Ti02 facilitates the 

sintering rate of alumina while zroz inhibits it. The 

addi tion of YZ03 did not affect the sintering behavior of 

AlOZ. The large shrinkage took place below 600°C in A5C5T 

(about 12 % at 600°C). The change of average grain size 

during heating determined from FE-SEMmicrographs (which will 

be shown in the following sections) is illustrated in Figure 

30. This figure presents the opposite influence of TiOz and 
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Figure 28. The shrinkage (above) and densification (below) 
curves of A10T and A10Z for 10 minutes sintering. 
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Figure 29. The results of dynamic sintering for alumina 
coated with 10 molt additives: shrinkage (above) 
and densification (below). 
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Zr02 on grain growth of alumina: enhancement and hindrance. 

5.4 Phase Transformation and Miorostruoture Development 

during Beating 

5.4.1 A1203-Ti02 System 

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the TGA and the DTA curves 

of the "as prepared" AIOT powder. The results of XRD 

analysis for the A10T specimens heated at different 

temperatures for 10 minutes are illustrated in Figure 33. 

The overall downward drift of the DTA spectrum is the typical 

base line of the equipment used. These thermal and XRD 

analyses revealed that the amorphous precursors successively 

change to Ti02 (rutile) in three steps. The first step is 

the loss of organic residues, absorbed water, and hydrated 

water. The second exothermic peak at ~ 440°C can be 

attributed to crystallization of the amorphus phase to 

anatase. 54,59,184 Finally, anatase transforms to rutile. 

However, this transformation temperature was not detected in 

the DTA. This might be because the peak corresponding to 

this transformation is too weak to detect in alumina doped 

with only 10 mol% Ti02• In fact, the peak was observed in 

100 % Ti02 and 75 mol% Ti02 + 25 mol% A1203 ,184 but not in 50 

mol% Ti02 + 50 mol% A1203 • 54,59 According to the phase diagram 

given in Figure 8, anatase transforms to rutile at 

approximately 1000oC. However, it has been reported that the 

transformation temperature depends on the composition; the 
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Figure 33. X-ray diffraction patterns of the A10T heated at 
different temperatures for 10 minutes. Rutile and 
A12TiOs are denoted as rand t, respectively. 
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temperature shifts to a lower one with a decrease of Ti02 

content. 1M since, in the XRD, the broad peaks of rutile were 

confirmed in the specimen heated at 900°C for 10 minutes 

(Figure 33), the transformation must occur below this 

temperature. This speculation is not inconsistent with the 

previous results.~ 

summarized as follows: 

The phase transformation can be 

Ti(OH)4 (amorphous) ~ Ti02 (anatase) + 2H20 t ~ 440°C 

~ Ti02 (rutile) < 900°C. (5.1) 

The crystallinity of rutile increased with an increase 

of the heating temperature, as can be seen in Figure 33. 

Then, a solid state reaction occurred, yielding a aluminum 

titanate phase (AlzTiOs) above 13000 C The reaction was 

completed in a short time; all the rutile phase was consumed 

within 10 minutes. 

(5.2) 

The Al0T sintered at various temperatures for 10 minutes 

were subject to XPS analysis to inspect the surface chemical 

compositions. The NTi/NAl ratio is plotted versus the 

sintering temperature in Figure 34. The ratio in the "as 

prepared" powder, 0.55, decreased with an increase of the 

sintering temperature, approaching to the bulk composition 

ratio, 0.056. This decrease suggests that the precursor 

layer was discontinuous during heating. Considering the 

results of XRD, a part of the alumina particle was covered 

with rutile, but another part was not. Indeed, this situation 
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was observed by TEM, as shown in Figure 35. This figure 

demonstrates that heterogeneous nucleation occurs on the 

surface of the alumina particles. Ti3+ was not detected in 

the XPS even after Ar+ sputtering (Figure 36). 

The processes occurring during heating in the A10T 

powder were investigated in situ using a hot-stage TEM from 

room temperature to 1050oC. A series of TEM micrographs of 

the direct observation is shown in Figure 37 - Figure 41. It 

appears that ultrafine titanium hydroxide surrounding each 

alumina particle formed layers. This surface became smoother 

with an increase of temperature (Figure 37 - Figure 39). 

These micrographs exhibit complete solid-solid wetting 

characteristics of the precursor layers (zero dihedral 

wetting angle). Any evidence for crystallization of the 

amorphous phase was invisible in this temperature range 

although the DTA indicated the exothermic peak at ~ 440°C. 

By comparison of Figure 39 (500°C) and Figure 40 (750°C), it 

is recognized that neck formation between alumina particles 

started just at the point indicated by the arrow. The 

surface layers were maintained to this temperature. Al though 

a break of the holey carbon film around 900°C made further 

observation in the same area impossible, at about 1050oC, the 

nucleation to TiOz (rutile) was visible on the surface of the 

alumina particles, as illustrated in Figure 41 (dihedral 

angles> 0). From these observations, it was clarified that 

a critical microstructural change regarding the wetting 
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Figure 36. XPS spectrum of Ti in the A10T heated at 13000C 
for 10 minutes. 
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Figure 37. TEM micrograph of the A10T at room temperature. 
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Figure 38. TEM micrograph of the A10T at 300°C. 
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Figure 39. TEM micrograph of the A10T at 500°C. 
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25 nm 

Figure 40. TEM micrograph of the A10T at 750°C. 
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Figure 41. TEM micrograph of the A10T at 1050oC. 
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characteristics of the external layers occurs between 900°C 

At a certain temperature between 900°C and 

1050oC, heterogeneous nucleation occurs and at the same time, 

the dihedral angles become significantly larger than zero 

degree. After this process, the shrinkage of the A10T 

powders proceeds rapidly as can be seen in Figure 29. The 

XPS and XRD suggested that the layer breaking and the 

crystallization of rutile occurred < 900°C whereas the hot 

stage TEM demonstrated that those took place > 900°C. This 

difference may be due to the difference of the partial oxygen 

pressure, Po2 • The P02 in the electron microscope (- 10.13 

torr) is much lower than that in other sintering experiments 

carried out (in air, 1. 6 x 102 torr). Also, the rate of 

diffusion phenomena in ceramics is altered by a series of 

influencing variables, such as Po2 , temperature, and dopant 

content, etc. Therefore, the starting temperature of the 

neck formation and the rate of neck growth are affected by 

the Po2 • The oxidation-reduction reaction formulae (3.5) -

(3.7) suggest that the concentration of the rate determining 

defect, [VAL III], decreases with a decrease of the P02 in case 

of donor doping such as Ti4+. Thus, it can be said that the 

sintering rate in the early stages (the neck formation rate) 

in an electron microscope is slower than that in the ambient 

Po2 • 

The microstructures of the A10T specimens sintered ~ 

900°C for 1h were investigated with FE-SEM and TEM-EDX. 
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Figure 42 - Figure 46 are a series of FE-SEM micrographs of 

the fracture surfaces of the sintered specimens. By 

comparison with Figures 18 ("as prepared powder"), 42 

(900°C), and 43 (1000oC), it is again recognized from the 

smoothness of the surface of alumina particles that 900°C is 

a critical (transient) temperature with respect to nature of 

the layers. The grain size gradually increased between 

10000C and 12000C with the neck growth (intermediate stage of 

sintering) . The truncated grains were observed in the 

specimen sintered at 1200oC. The grain coarsening rapidly 

occurred above 12000 C (final stage of sintering). The final 

average grain size of alumina is about 1.1 ~m. Figure 47 is 

a back scattering electron image of the specimen sintered at 

13000 C (fully densified specimen). The uniform spatial 

distribution of fine Ti02 grains (brighter grains in the 

figure) was achieved from the coated powders at a relatively 

low temperature (1300oC for 1 h). 

A HREM image of the specimen sintered at 900°C 

demonstrated that the surfaces of alumina act as 

heterogeneous nucleation sites as shown in Figure 48. The 

resul ts of TEM-EDX for the specimens sintered at 10000 C -

13000C are summarized in Figures 49 - 52, respectively. At 

the intermediate stages, an outer side of the particles was 

Ti-rich (Figure 49), but Ti segregation at the grain 

boundaries was not detected (Figure 50). Toward the final 

stages, Ti segregated at the grain boundaries (Figure 51 and 
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Figure 42. Fracture surface of the A10T sintered at 900°C for 
1 h. 

Figure 43. Fracture surface of the A10T sintered at 10000C 
for 1 h. 
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Figure 44. Fracture surface of the A10T sintered at 11000C 
for 1 h. 

Figure 45. Fracture surface of the A10T sintered at 12000C 
for 1 h. 
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Figure 46. Fracture surface of the A10T sintered at 13000C 
for 1 h. 

Figure 47. Back scattering electron image of the A10T 
sintered at 13000C for 1 h. 
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Figure 48. HREM image of nucleation of rutile on the surface 
of alumina. 
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Point content (at.%) 
number Al Ti 0 

1 24.07 2.70 73.24 

2 22.26 2.54 75.20 

3 26.96 0.67 72.37 

Figure 49. TEM-EDX analysis of the AIOT sintered at 10000C 
for 1 h. 
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50nm 

Point content (at.%) 
number Al Ti 0 

1 27.88 0.64 71.47 

2 32.38 0.47 67.14 

3 28.92 0.80 70.28 

Figure 50. TEM-EDX analysis of the A10T sintered at 11000C 
for 1 h. 
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100 nm 

Point content (at.%) 
number Al Ti 0 

1 29.06 0.20 70.75 

2 28.55 0.02 71.43 

3 28.07 0.34 71.59 

4 28.65 0.01 71.34 

5 29.45 0.21 70.34 

6 32.64 0.07 67.29 

7 31.64 0.08 68.28 

8 31. 77 0.04 68.19 

9 27.55 0.02 72.43 

Figure 51. TEM-EDX analysis of the A10T sintered at 12000C 
for 1 h. 
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Figure 52. Ti segregation at grain boundary in the fully 
densified AIOT. A and T represent Alz03 and TiOz 
grains, respectively. 
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Figure 52). The Ti was also detected in the grain of 

alumina. There was not a thin amorphous phase film present 

at the grain boundary (Figure 53). 

From all of the data obtained, it can be concluded that 

there are two critical points during heating in terms of 

microstructural change of alumina coated with the precursors 

of Ti02. However, there is a little inconsistency in these 

temperatures depending on the experimental environment. The 

first point is the heterogeneous nucleation of rutile on the 

surfaces of the alumina particles, resulting in breaking the 

precursor layers. This occurs around 900°C. Referring to 

the densification curve given in Figure 29, the second point 

is the start of dramatically accelerated densification which 

occurs at 1100oC. Ti02 nucleated on the surfaces of alumina 

starts diffusing.into the alumina grains at this temperature, 

which was confirmed by TEM-EDX. Consequently, the 

concentration of the rate determining defects, VAL"', is made 

higher. 

(5.3) 

Finally, rutile grains coalesce into 3 or 4 grain junctions 

of alumina grains. 

In conclusion of this section, the ultrafine rutile 

crystallites sitting on the surface of alumina, which are 

able to be attained only by the powder coating techniques, 

result in maximizing the diffusion rate from the viewpoint of 
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Figure 53. HREM image of the grain boundary in the fully 
densified A10T, show~ng c;t(1012) = 0.348 nm in A1203 
and d (010) = 0.459 nm ~n T~02. 
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the sintering kinetics and uniform size and spatial 

distribution of rutile from the viewpoint of the final 

microstructure. 

5 .... 2 A120 3-Zro2 and A1203-zr02-Y203 Systems 

The TGA and DTA curves of the "as-prepared" A10Z powder 

are shown in Figure 54 and Figure 55, respectively. After 

the initial loss of water and organic residues, a small 

exothermal peak at 440°C corresponding to the crystallization 

of a pseudotetragonal phase185 was observed. Although a low 

temperature modification of ZrOz is monoclinic (m-zroz) which 

inverts martensitically to a tetragonal form (t-zroz) at 

about 1000oC, it is known that t-ZrOz can also exist as a 

metastable phase. Several factors which stabilize t-ZrOz at 

low temperatures have been proposed. Garvie has mentioned 

that when the following equation is satisfied, t-ZrOz is 

stabilized: 

(5.4) 

where G, 1, and S are the molar free energy, the surface 

energy and the surface area of t-Zroz and m-ZrOz' 

respectively.1M On the basis of 1t < 1m' he concluded that 

the critical size to stabilize t-zrOz is less than 30 nm. 

From X-ray and neutron diffraction studies, Livage et ale 

have found that there are structure similarities with respect 

to Zr-Zr and Zr-O distances between the precursor amorphous 
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Figure 54. TGA curve for the A10Z powder. 
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phase and t-zro2 • 187 Both stabilization mechanisms are 

applicable to the A10Z powder. Thus, the exothermic effect 

at 440°C in the DTA can be reasonably attributed to the 

crystallization of t-Zro2 without nucleation of m-Zr02 • 

Figure 56 illustrates the XRD patterns of the A10Z 

sintered at 900°C - 16000 C for 1 h. The transformation of 

amorphous .... t-Zro2 without nucleation of m-Zro2 can be 

confirmed from the pattern of the specimen sintered at 900°C. 

The start of transformation of t .... m was recognized at 

1200oC, and the content of the monoclinic phase increased 

with an increase of the sintering temperature. This 

phenomenon can be ascribed to an increase of crystallite 

size. The ratio of X
t 

in the specimen sintered at 16000 C 

(fully densified) was 65.5%. When the zirconia particles 

were stabilized with an addition of 0.3 mol% Y203 (AZY) , the 

ratio of Xt was always 100% irrespective of the sintering 

temperatures (Figure 57). The t-Zro2 particles above a 

critical size transform martensitically to m-ZrO~ on cooling 
" 

to room temperature. 44 Since maintaining tetragonal symmetry 

is essential for stress induced transformation toughening, it 

is necessary to suppress the t .... m transformation as much as 

possible during processing. The powder coating techniques 

provided the minimized zirconia particle size and the 

homogeneous size and spatial distribution as can be seen in 

Figure 58. 

In order to investigate the microstructure development 
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Figure 56. XRD patterns of the A10Z sintered at 900°C -
16000 C for 1 h. The peaks marked m, t, and mare 
used for the calculation of the fraction of Xt of 
t-zro2 in the total amount of Zr02 • 
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Figure 58. SEM micrographs of the AZY sintered at I6000e for 
1 h. Secondary electron image of fracture 
surface (above) and back scattering electron 
image of polished surface (below). 
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of the A10Z during heating, the specimens sintered at 9000e 

- 16000e for 1 h were inspected with FE-SEM and TEM-EDX. In 

the specimen sintered at 9000e, the heterogeneous nucleation 

of zro2 on the surface of alumina was observed (Figure 59). 

similar nucleation characteristics were observed in the A10T, 

but the crystallite size in the A10Z « 10 nm) was much 

smaller than that observed in the A10T (> 20 nm). 

Interestingly, in the same specimen, a few particles were 

still wrapped with the external layers which deformed at the 

point indicated by arrows (Figure 60). This deformation 

probably is the initial stage of nucleation of Zro2 • 

As the sintering temperature increased, the nuclei grew 

as shown in Figure 61 (the specimen sintered at 12000e). 

Figure 62, which is a high magnification view of Figure 61, 

shows dewetting behavior of zro2 • The phase of zro2 was 

determined to be monoclinic from the lattice fringes (d(100) = 

0.508 nm, d(l11) = 0.316 nm, and (100)1\(111) = 121.7°). The 

contact angles of both sides are 92°. Applying the 

equilibrium of interfacial energy, y to the solid (AI203 ) -

solid (Zr02) interface in Figure 62, the following equation 

was obtained. 

a a 
Y S (Z)V cos '2 + YS(A)S(Z) cos'2 = YS(A) V (5.5) 

The tendency of Zr02 to form a ball having a small 

interfacial area manifested in that the solid (AI203 ) - solid 

(Zr02 ) interfacial energy, Y S(A)S(Z) I is high. 
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Figure 59. TEM micrograph of the A10Z sintered at 900°C for 
1 h. Fine crystallites « 10 nm) can be observed 
on the surface alumina. 
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Figure 60. TEM micrograph of the alumina particles wrapped 
with the external layers in the A10Z sintered at 
900°C for 1 h. The arrows indicate the starting 
points of deformation of the external layer. 
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Figure 61. TEM micrograph of the A10Z sintered at 12000 C for 
1 h. The nuclei of zroz has grown. 
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Figure 62. High magnification view of Figure 61 and the 
balance of the interfacial energy. Lattice 
fringes show that Zr02 has monoclinic symmetry. 
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As shown in Figure 63 (the specimen sintered at 14000C) , 

Zr was segregated along the grain boundaries on the heating 

process. In the final structure (the specimen sintered at 

16000 C), Zr also remained at the grain boundaries, as can be 

seen (Figure 64). Probably, this is the first report in 

which the Zr segregation in the A1203-zro2 composites is 

confirmed (The Zr segregation tendency at the grain 

boundaries in the A1203-zr02-Si02 system was reported by Li 

and Kingery114). In comparing the microstructure of the A10T 

illustrated in Figure 52, another important aspect observed 

is that Zr was not detected in the grains of alumina. That 

is, the solid solubility of zro2 in A1203 was zero, differing 

from the reported phase diagram shown in Figure 11.1~ 

A HREM image revealed that there were no glassy phases 

between both the A1203-zro2 and Zro2-Zro2 interfaces as shown 

in Figure 65. However, Heuer et ale and Kibbel and Heuer 

reported that the interfaces between intergranular zr02 

particles and A1203 grains were generally covered with a 

continuous glassy phase, 1-3 nm in thickness. 82, 188 The 

twinned Zr02 grains were often observed. Furthermore, the 

fine zro2 grains were not only at the 3- or 4-grain junctions 

but also in the A1203 grains or on the grain boundaries as 

shown in Figure 66. The intragranular zro2 grains were 

rounded. Obviously, the zro2 grains on the grain boundaries 

interfere with the grain boundary migration. Also, in the 

fully densified A10T, the Ti02 trapped in the grains of A1203 
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100 nm 

Point content (at. %) 
number Al Zr 0 

1 29.13 0.52 70.35 
2 30.71 0.06 69.23 
3 30.35 0.32 69.33 
4 32.56 0.02 67.41 

Figure 63. TEM-EDX analysis of the specimen sintered at 
1400oC. 
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Figure 64. TEM-EDX analysis of the specimen sintered at 
16000C (the fully densified specimen). A and Z 
denote Al20 3 and zro2 grains, respectively. 
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10 nm 

Figure 65. HREM image of the specimen sintered at 16000C (the 
fully densified specimen). There are no glassy 
phase between Alzo3-ZroZ interfaces. Zroz grains 
are twinned. 
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Figure 66. 
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TEM micrograph of the specimen sintered at 16000C 
(the fully densified specimen) and electron 
diffraction pattern of the zro2 grain trapped in 
the A120 3 grain. 
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was occasionally observed but its frequency was much less. 

Figures 67 - 71 are FE-SEM micrographs of the A10Z 

sintered at 12000 C - 16000C for 1 h. The neck growth in the 

A10Z is much slower than that of AIOT, resulting in slower 

densification behavior as pointed out in section 5.3 (Figures 

28 and 29). 

The microstructure analyses suggested that inhibition of 

the densification of alumina resulting from a ZrOz addition 

is caused by insufficient self-diffusion of the zroz 

crystallized on the surface of alumina. As for the A10T 

powder, the first critical microstructural change during 

heating in the AIOZ powder occurs at ~ 900°C, which is 

heterogeneous nucleation of t-zroz on the surface of alumina 

particles. The growth of the Zroz nuc~ei is slow because of 

their slow self-diffusion behavior. The very fine 

crystallites of Zroz on the surface of alumina and their slow 

growth behavior results in hindrance of neck formation 

between alumina particles. After some alumina particles are 

combined, the zro2 particles impede the grain boundary 

migration like pores in singe phase ceramics. As a result, 

the grain growth of alumina is hindered and also, the zro2 

are often trapped in the grains of alumina. Compared with 

AIOT, higher sintering temperatures are therefore necessary 

for A10Z to supply sufficient activation energy of self

diffusion of Zr02 inclusions. Moreover, because Zr4+ is too 

large (72 pm) to enter the alumina structure (The solid 
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Figure 67. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A10Z sintered at 12000C for 1 h. 

Figure 68. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A10Z sintered at 13000C for 1 h. 
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Figure 69. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A10Z sintered at 14000C for 1 h. 

Figure 70. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A10Z sintered at 15000C for 1 h. 
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Figure 71. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A10Z sintered at 16000C fo~ 1 h. 
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solubility of zro2 in A1203 is zero.), the addition of zro2 

does not lead to an increase of the population of the rate 

determining defect, VAl-. 

We can expect to fabricate ceramics having second phases 

homogeneously distributed by applying the powder coating 

techniques. However, the sintering temperatures are not 

necessarily lowered by the coating techniques. For instance, 

to densify the A10Z completely, 16000 C was required as a 

sintering temperature, which was not largely different from 

the reported sintering temperature for the A1203-Zro2 

composites (This temperature is somewhat lower because the 

alumina powder used was very fine). This is because the slow 

growth of Zr02 crystallites developed on the surface of 

alumina results in lessening the contact area between the 

alumina particles. Consequently, the neck formation of 

alumina particles and the grain boundary migration are 

hindered. 

5.4.3 A1203-CUO-Ti02 and A1203-CUO-TiOz-B203-Mqo systems 

The results of the TGA and DTA of the "as prepared" 

A5C5T powder are illustrated in Figures 72 and 73. The 

powder lost the weight in two steps on heating. In the DTA, 

the dehydration and crystallization behavior of cuO and TiOz 

were not clear since the additions were only 5 mol% each. 

However, the most important thermal behavior of this system, 

which is a liquidus temperature, was visible at 925°C. 
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Figures 74 - 78 are FE-SEM micrographs of the A5C5T 

sintered at 600°, 800°, 1000°, 1100°, and 12000C for 1 h, 

respectively. The densification of this system proceeded 

very rapidly as pointed out in section 5. 3 • The green 

density was 49.1 % of theoretical density. At 600°C '(Figure 

74), the neck growth has occurred (12.3 % shrinkage and 71.7 

% of theoretical density). This microstructure is identical 

with that of the Al0T specimen sintered at 11000C (Figure 44) 

in terms of the progress of sintering. At 800°C (Figure 75), 

the grains have been truncated (18.8 % shrinkage and 86.2 % 

of theoretical density). This rapid densification behavior 

before the liquid formation (925°C) deserves special 

attention. Above 10000C, the liquid phase can be clearly 

confirmed in Figures 76 - 78. 

The XRD patterns of these specimens were depicted in 

Figure 79. The broad peaks of CuA1204 were recognized in the 

specimen sintered at 600°C, and they almost disappeared above 

11000C. It is thought that it was consumed during the liquid 

formation. The rutile (Ti02) existed in the sintered 

specimens over the whole temperature range. This implies 

that crystallization of rutile occurs below 600°C. This 

temperature is considerably lower than the reported 

crystallization temperature of rutile (800° - 10000C).1~ In 

the DTA studies for the A10T powder (Figure 32) and the A5C5T 

powder (Figure 73), the crystallization temperature could not 

be determined. Only the XRD evidence for the Al0T powder, 
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Figure 74. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A5C5T sintered at 600°C for Ih. 

Figure 75. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A5C5T sintered at aoooc for 1h. 
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Figure 76. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A5C5T sintered at lOOOoC for lh. 

Figure 77. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A5C5T sintered at 11000C for lh. 
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Figure 78. FE-SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A5C5T sintered at 12000C for lh. 
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Figure 79. XRD patterns of the A5C5T sintered at 600° -
12000 C for 1h. Rutile, CuA120 4 , and NaA120a are 
denoted as r, c, and n, respectively. 
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suggested that crystallization occurs below 900°C as 

discussed in section 5.4.1. From the fact that the peaks of 

rutile were observed at 600°C and that no anatase peaks were 

detected at this temperature in the XRD studies, it is 

possible to assume that the amorphous phase on the surface of 

alumina directly crystallizes to rutile without the 

crystallization of anatase. 'l'hat is, the exothermic peak at 

440°C in Figure 32 is perhaps attributed to the 

crystallization of the amorphus phase to rutile rather than 

to anatase. other researchers have stated that the amorphous 

precursors prepared from metal alkoxides change -to the 

anatase crystal phase, then to rutile. 54,59,184 Further 

investigations are necessary to justify this speculation. 

The other very weak peaks in Figure 79 were assigned to 

a NaAl20a phase. The origin of sodium must be the NaOH 

solution used to precipitate Cu(OH)2' The precipitates were 

washed by water several times, but it was not sufficient to 

remove all Na+. To precipitate hydroxides from a nitrate 

solution, NH40H is commonly used because it decomposes into 

NH3 gas and water on heating. However, when an excess amount 

of NH40H is added to a Cu(N03)2 solution, the precipitates are 

re-dissolved due to the formation of [CU(NH3)d 2+: 

Cu2+ + OH" + N03" .... CU (N03) OH and 

CU(N03)OH + NH4+ + 3NH3 .... [CU(NH3)4]2+ +N03" + H20. 

Combining two equations, 

cu2+ + 4NH3 .... [CU(NH3)4]2+. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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Therefore, NH40H is not an adequate base for hydrolysis of 

Cu(N03 )z. Organic bases such as urea are more preferable to 

the hydrolysis. 

The microstructures of the sintered bodies A5C5T were 

examined by TEM-EDX. In the specimen sintered at 600°C for 

1 h, tiny crystallites of CuAlz04 (~ 10 nm) were observed as 

shown in Figure 80. Figure 81 and Figure 82 show the results 

of EDX analyses of the specimen sintered at 10000C for 1 h. 

A liquid phase penetrated along all grain boundaries and 

remained at the triple junctions as can be seen in Figure 81-

The liquid phase contained approximately the same amounts of 

AI, Cu, and Ti. Sodium was not detected. Figure 82 

indicates the microstructure is complex. Substantial amounts 

of Cuz+ and Ti4+ were soluble in the alumina grains (points 1 

and 6). Points 3 and 5 are the grain boundaries. Since the 

beam diameter was larger than the thickness of the grain 

boundaries (2 - 4 nm), the exact compositions of the points 

3 and 5 could not obtained, but TEM-EDX analysis showed that 

the glassy phase containing AI, Cu, and Ti was along the 

boundaries. The analysis data suggested that the grain of 

point 2 was cuprous oxide (CuzO) although neither cuprous 

oxide nor cupric oxide (CuO) was detected in the XRD 

analysis. It is known that: CUzO is thermodynamically more 

stable than CuO at elevated temperatures. The grain of point 

4 was perhaps AICuOz which was not recognized in the XRD 

studies, either. According to the reported phase diagram 
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Figure 80. TEM-EDX analysis of the A5C5T sintered at 600°C 
for 1 h. A tiny crystallite of CuA1204 (~ 10 nm) 
was observed. 
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Figure 81. TEM-EDX analysis of the A5C5T sintered at 10000 C 
for 1 h (i). 
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Point content (at. %) 
number Al cu Ti 0 

1 33.30 0.24 0.06 66.40 

2 5.59 63.18 0.10 31.13 

3 30.86 2.60 0.71 65.83 

4 25.91 21.86 0.18 52.06 

5 32.14 0.48 0.46 66.92 

6 34.40 0.33 0.10 65.16 

Figure 82. TEM-EDX analysis of the A5C5T sintered at 10000C 
for 1 h (ii). 
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(Figure 12),1~ Alcu02 is stable above 1000oC. No sodium was 

found in the region shown in Figure 82. 

Figure 83 illustrates the microstructure and chemical 

composition of the fully densified specimen (12000C x 1 h 

sintering) • The solid solubility of Cu2+ (and/or cu1+) was 

slightly higher than Ti4+. Sodium was detected in the glassy 

phase located at the triple junction (2.70 at%). 

SEM micrographs of the fully densified A5C5T are shown 

in Figure 84. The distribution of grain size is bimodal. 

The glassy phase can be seen along the grain boundaries and 

at the pockets of the alumina grains. 

Microstructure of the dense ACTBM is shown in Figure 85. 

It also has the bimodal grain size distribution. The minor 

additives, B203 and MgO, had almost no influence on the 

microstructure as well as on the sintering kinetics. 

The interesting aspects of these systems are the very 

rapid densification behavior before liquid formation (925°C) 

and the bimodal distribution of grain size. Obviously, the 

classic model of the liquid phase sintering in which particle 

rearrangement in the first stage is explained by formation 

and penetration of a liquid phase cannot account for the 

sintering behavior of these systems. The FE-SEM studies 

revealed that the neck growth, shape accommodation, and grain 

growth which were phenomena referred to as the intermediate 

stage took place below and at 800°C (Figures 74 and 75). The 

total amount of additives of the A5C5T was 10 molt, same as 
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Figure 83. (a) Microstructure of the fully densified A5C5T 
(1200oC x 1 h sintering). 
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Figure 83. (b) Chemical compositions of the points indicated 
in Figure 83 (a). 
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Figure 84. Microstructure of the fully densified A5C5T. 
Secondary electron image of the fracture surface 
(above) and back scattering electron image of the 
polished surface (below). 
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Figure 85. Microstructure of the fully densified ACTBM. 
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that of the A10T, but the sintering rate of the A5C5T was 

much faster than that of the A10T. Therefore, the causes of 

this very rapid sintering can be sought in the 

characteristics of the precursors of cuo (CU(OH)z gel) and 

the simultaneous addition of cuo and TiOZ" 

Although additional experiments concerning the low 

temperature processes in the A5C5T are necessary, especially 

below 600°C, one possible explanation is as follows. Since 

the crystallization of cuo from CU(OH)z occurs at relatively 

low temperatures, the first step may be the dehydration of 

Cu (OH) z uniformly distributed but not coating the alumina 

particles. The TGA evidence (Figure 72) showed that the rate 

of weight loss changed at 180°C, and the DTA evidence (Figure 

73) showed that successive weak endothermic and exothermic 

peaks between 180°C and 200°C. During this process, it is 

thought that the amorphous Cu(OH)2 which was not adsorbed on 

the alumina particles exhibited superplastic character by 

which sliding and repacking of the alumina particles were 

promoted. 

In order for the neck formation and growth, matter must 

be transferred from the surface to the neck. The XRD 

evidence showed that the solid state reaction yielding AlzCu04 

occurred between A1203 and cuO below 600°C. wi th this 

reaction, it is thought that matter was rapidly transferred 

by diffusion, because the formation of crystallites, CuA1204 , 

requires that there be mobility of A13+ in the system. This 
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also corresponds to sintering. It is known that oxygen 

diffuses much faster than aluminum does71 and that the 

diffusion coefficient in a polycrystalline is much larger 

than that in a single crystal. 189 Therefore, in this specimen 

at 600°C, it is thought that grain boundary diffusion of Al3+ 

was enhanced with the solid state reaction. 

In terms of the defect structure, the simultaneous 

doping of cuo and Ti02 means charge compensation. Although 

the defect structures of CuO and Ti02 in Al203 at 600°C are 

uncertain, referring to Mackrodt' s calculation concerning 

defect formation,190 substitutional doping is likely to occur 

and also, defect association seems to be possible. 

The bimodal distribution of grain size arose from 

coalescence in certain grains. It may be related to the 

development and distribution of the complex secondary phases 

found by XRD and TEM-EDX, e.g. cu2o, Al2Cu04 , AlCu02, Ti02, and 

NaAl208 plus liquid, but the processes of coalescence have not 

been studied. 

with regards to the influence of the impurity, Na, on 

the sintering kinetics and microstructure in the Al203-CUO

Ti02 system, further investigation is required. 

5.".3 A1203-Bi203-Ti02 and Al203-PbO-Ti02 Systems 

The changes of crystalline phases in AIBilT and AIPIT 

during heating are depicted in Figure 86 and Figure 87. In 

the AIBilT, weak peaks of the second phase were observed in 
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Figure 86. XRD diffraction patterns of the A1Bi1T sintered 
at 900° - 13500C for 1 h. The peaks of a Bi4Ti3012 
phase are maked b. 
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Figure 87. XRO diffraction patterns of the A1P1T sintered at 
900° - 13500 C for 1 h. Rutile is denoted as r. 
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the middle temperature range (gOoOe - 11000e). These peaks 

were assigned to a Bi4Ti30,2 phase. At higher temperatures, 

very weak peaks of rutile appeared instead of Bi4Ti30,2. The 

acceleration of the sintering in the middle temperature range 

by the simultaneous addition of Bi203 and Ti02 can be 

explained by the solid state reaction between Biz03 and Ti02• 

This is the same mechanism that appeared in the AI203-cuO-Ti02 

system, that is, the solid state reaction yielding CuAl204 

between Al203 and Ti02 which was discussed in the previous 

section. Therefore, it can be concluded that when the solid 

state reaction occurs between a matrix phase and a second 

phase or between second phases during heating, matter 

transfer is faster and thereby, the sintering is accelerated. 

Also, a liquid phase was operative in this system, because at 

higher temperatures, no crystalline phases containing bismuth 

were detected by XRD. 

On the other hand, in the A1PIT, any second phases 

containing Pb were recognized over the whole temperature 

range although a few intermediate phases are known in the 

system of A1203-PbO (Figure 14). A 1 iquid phase might be 

formed. Only the peaks of rutile were observed at 1350oC. 

Therefore, the solid sate reaction mechanism did not work in 

this system, resulting in no effects of simUltaneous addition 

of PbO and Ti02 on the sintering kinetics. 

Microstructures of the AIBi1T and the AIP1T sintered at 

13500C for 1 h are shown in Figures 88 and 89. The grain size 
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Figure 88. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A1Bi1T sintered at 13500C for 1h. 

Figure 89. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the 
A1P1T sintered at 13500C for 1h. 
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in the A1P1T was larger than those in any compositions. The 

effects of the addi ti ves on grain growth have not been 

studied. 

5.5 Mechanical Properties 

The fracture toughness, and hardness of A10Z and AZY are 

tabulated in Table 6. It is known that the values of 

fracture toughness strongly depend on the measurement method 

and the calculating equation. In this research, the method 

recently authorized by JIS (Japan Industrial standard) 

committee was used1n • Therefore, the obtained values cannot 

be absolutely compared with the values in the literature. 

The fracture toughness of pure alumina (Taimicron, TM-D) is 

about 2.5 MPam1/ 2 • By a 10 _",m~% addition of unstabilized 

(A10Z) and partially stabilized (AZY) Zro2 , the fracture 

toughness is improved about 30 %. 

Table 6. Mechanical properties of the A10Z and AZY. 

Sample 

A10Z 

AZY 

Fracture Toughness 
(MPam1!2) . 

3.4 

3.1 

Hardness 
(N) 

1760 

1690 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The major findings and conclusions from this study can 

be summarized as follows: 

(1) A uniform coating of precursors of various metal oxides 

on individual alumina particles was achieved by controlled 

hydrolysis of metal alkoxides in a slurry of alumina. The 

heterogeneous deposition of precursors on alumina particles 

from metal alkoxides was explained by electronegative 

characteristics of alkoxy groups. 

(2) The powder coating techniques 

microstructures with homogeneous 

distribution of secondary phases. 

provided 

size and 

superior 

spatial 

(3) The precipitation from nitrates led to homogeneous 

mixing but not powder coatings because of a lack of 

electrostatic adsorption. 

(4) The addition of titania facilitated the initial 

sintering rate of alumina, and its increase as a function of 

titania content was nearly linear up to 3 molt. The 

shrinkage of the powder compacts in the early stages prepared 

by mechanical mixing was proportional to the one-fifth power 

of time. 

(5) TiOz facilitates the sintering rate of alumina and grain 

growth while ZrOz acts to inhibit them. This is in spite of 

the fact that titanium and zirconium are a homologous series 

of elements belonging to group 4 in the periodic table and 

that nature of coatings was identically "fluffy." 
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(6) There are two critical points during heating in terms of 

microstructural change of alumina coated with the precursors 

of TiOz. The first point is the heterogeneous nucleation of 

rutile on the surfaces of the alumina particles, resulting in 

breaking the precursor layers. This occurs below 600°C. The 

second point is the start of dramatically accelerated 

densification at which TiOz nucleated on the surfaces of 

alumina begins diffusing into the alumina grains. 

(7) Zirconium was segregated along the grain boundaries on 

the heating process (first report). 

(8) The solid solubility of zroz in Alz03 was nearly zero, 

differing from the known phase diagram. 

(9) Inhibition of the densification of alumina resulting 

from a zroz addition is caused by insufficient self-diffusion 

of the zroz crystallized on the surface of alumina. The very 

fine crystallites of Zro2 on the surface of alumina and their 

slow growth behavior result in hindrance of neck formation 

between alumina particles. 

(10) The ZrOz particles impede the grain boundary migration 

as pores do in single phase ceramics. As a result, the grain 

growth of alumina is hindered and also, the zroz is often 

trapped in the grains of alumina. 

(11) The sintering temperatures are not necessarily lowered 

by the coating techniques (e.g. alumina coated with the 

precursors of ZrOz). 

(12) The alumina powder simultaneously doped with CllO and 
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Ti02 showed the very rapid densification behavior before 

liquid formation (925°C). 

(13) This rapid sintering at low temperatures was attributed 

to the enhanced mobility of Al3+ through the grain boundary 

indicated by the solid state reaction yielding CuAl204 during 

heating. 

(14) The accelerated sintering by the addition of Bi203 and 

Ti02 was also explained by the similar solid state reaction 

mechanism. 

(15) The simultaneous addition of PbO and Ti02 led to rapid 

grain growth. 
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7. FUTURE RESEARCH 

Among the systems studied, the A1203-CUO-Ti02 system 

showed unique densification behavior. The final structure 

was reached in the presence of a liquid phase penetrating 

between all of the grains. However, a large shrinkage 

occurred below a temperature of liquid formation (92SoC), 

especially below 600°C. The classic liquid phase sintering 

theory does not account for this low temperature process. 

This study has demonstrated that neck formation and growth 

are accelerated when a solid state reaction takes place 

during heating, e. g. the systems of A1203-CUO-Ti02 and A1203-

Bi203-Ti02 • The contribution of superplasticity of the 

precursors of CU(OH)z unabsorbed on the surface of alumina 

may not be small for the particle rearrangement in the very 

early stages, but in the following process, matter must be 

transferred from the surface to the neck region in order for 

the neck formation and growth. The mechanism to promote a 

large shrinJcage at low temperatures is uncertain. 

To investigate the low temperature processes in the 

Alz03-CuO-TiOz system, it is proposed that a combination study 

of sintering-quenching and electron microscopy be extended to 

below 600°C. The processes occurring during heating up to 

600°C can be studied in situ by using hot-stage TEM. In situ 

investigations of sintering, we can technically go up to 

1300oC. However, sample drifting caused by thermal expansion 

during heating, especially at higher temperatures, often 
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becomes a problem. six hundred degree centigrade is a 

relatively low temperature. A holey carbon film becomes 

unstable with an increase of temperature. Therefore, as a 

sample preparation method for in situ investigations, the 

following technique is proposed. First, the coated powder is 

mounted on nickel washer under an appropriate compaction 

pressure. Then, a small hole is made using a ion milling 

technique. Such investigations would result in significant 

improvements in our understandings of the processes occurring 

during heating below a eutectic temperature. 

From the viewpoint of microstructure, the final 

microstructures of the systems of A1203-CUO-Ti02 and A1203-PbO

Ti02 were very different from those of the other systems: 

bimodal distribution and very 1 arge gra ins, re.specti vely • 

Investigations dealing with isothermal processes at the 

sintering temperatures required to be fully densified are 

also proposed to reveal the microstructure development in the 

final stages of sintering. 
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